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World students adapt
By Laren Weber
REPORTER

Adapting lo a new style of food,
language or climate along with
being thousands of miles away
from home and making new
friends are challenges that
many international students
have to overcome.
International students make
up about three percent of the
population at the University,
said Katie Baxter, Graduate
Assistant for the Center for
International l>rograms.
ITiat 3 percent accounts for
a total of 610 international students and Baxter would like to
see an increase in the numbers.
They bring B different perspective to the campus and the
classroom. Baxter said.
"A lot of BCiSU students won't
have the chance to leave the
country or travel very much,"
she said. "It's a great opportunity for those students to sit in a
classroom next to someone from
Kenya or India and hear about
how they grew up and how they
might have a different perspective on the same issue based on
their country and values."
Kevin Merita, a graduate stu-

dent from India, arrived here in
June and had to become accustom to the weather and the fact
that the sun set around 9 p.m.
"The sun rises at six and sets
at six no matter what in India,"
Mehta said.
Kavin Mehta said the most
appealing part about the
University was that they offered
him a tuition waiver.
The low cost of !"ing was also
a factor in Mehta's decision to
pursue a graduate degree here.
"A major part about Northwest
Ohio that made it so appealing is that it is much cheaper
to live here, which helps out a
lot," Mehta said. "You can easily
survive working 10 to 20 hours
a week."
One of the biggest misconceptions that Mehta has
experienced, is that he can't
speak English.
"People from India learn
l-nglish as their first language,"
he said.
Adjusting to the different types
of food was the hardest part to
overcome for loseph luma. a
freshman from Kenya.
luma said the fact that most of
the food here is genetically mod-

luma said the system here is
a little easier, compared to the
education system in Kenya.
"Free points just for attending
class and curves is something
you will never get back home,
he said.
Arup Chakraborty, another
student from India, agrees that
the education system in his
home country is better, more
competitive and more rigorous
than it is here.
"I never felt stressed while I
studied in India," Chakraborty
said. "Unfortunately, over here
I'm so stressed. I'm a teaching
assistant as well as a student,
and the teaching, course-work
and research is giving me a
bard time."
Beinga foreigner In any country is difficult, and overcoming
challenges and barriers is a part
of adapting to a new life style.
Xuan Wan is a graduate student from China that has been
here for five years. The biggest
challenge for Wan is not being
able to always communicate
to others.
"I have a problem expressing

ified was hard to beUeve because
it is something he used to see
only on TV and in the movies.
"Back home, most of the
food is direct from the farm
and you get it while it's still
fresh," he said. "Here, it's different because there's canned
food and fast food."
People in the United States
tend to speak more openly than
in places such as Kenya.
Atheist is a word that luma
only knew from the dictionary
and has met people who do
not believe in God since moving here.
"Back home, even though
some people don't care about
God, to some extent, they believe
there is a God somewhere,"
luma said." Here, someone tells
you openly, 'I am an atheist,"'
he said.
Also, the fact that people freely
express their homosexuality and
have rights as homosexuals is
very different from the culture
in Kenya. The few lesbians and
gays that are in Kenya try to keep
it secret, luma said.
Education systems differ
across the country in their levels
of difficulty and expectations.
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BG NEWS ! Author Howard Zinn to join
BRIEFING
the Resistance, Sunday night
Fashion show held
by BSU on Saturday

This Saturday, the Black
Student Union will host its
annual fashion show. This
year's theme, "Throwing
Back to Our Past to Get to
Our Future," is "to honor
those that have paved the
way for us today." said
Tawana lackson. vice president of BSU and fashion
show coordinator.
There will be 60 participants in the show, including students and faculty and
stall members. Also involved
will be faculty and staff from
the Africana department at
the University.
"We want to bridge the gap
between African-American
students
and
staff."
Jackson said.
Clothing that will be featured has been donated by
DEB and Leather Image,
both in Toledo. D| HNIC will
be providing the music for
the men and women on the
runway as well.
Expectations are high this
year for the event.
Last year, spectators,
friends and family came
from every major city in
the state to support BSU,
lackson said. And hopefully
this year, with an anticipated
increase in attendance, their
goals will be met.
Acting not only as a
chance to members of the
campus community to come
together, the fashion show is
a fundraiser as well.
It will be held in 101
Olscamp, this Saturday at 7
a.m. The charge is $7 at the
door, though bringing two
cans of food will take $1 off
of admission. The money
will go towards BSU's Martin
Luther King )r. celebration
next semester, as well as for
additional Black History
Month events.

By Bnan Pauline
REPORTER

This Sunday night, well known
historian and author Howard
/inn will be interviewed on
the on-campus radio show
Audible Resistance.
Those interested in political issues and/or dissapointed
With this year's election should
time in. Graduate student and
DI Daniel Boudreau hosts
Audible Resistance, which
airs Sunday nights from 9:30
to 10:00 p.m. on 88.1 WBGU.
The show was originally called
"Operation Banish Bush," but
Boudreau changed its name to
reflect the ongoing struggle for
social justice which is broader
than one administration.
Zinn's
groundbreaking
book, "A People's History of
the United States," sold over
a million copies and gives
readers an alternative look at
history. Boudreau, originality
from Boston, emailed Zinn's
publicist and was suprised

explains life,
"I want to talk to him broadly
about what he feels learning
history or taking a challenging look at history can offer
people," Boudreau said.
While Zinn is critical ol
the Bush Administration and
a realist about what this
means for American democracy, Boudre hopes to reveal
his deep optimism and faith
in humanity.
Leftists who an' pessimistic,
demoralized and scared about
another four years of the Hush
Administration, will gravitate
towards /inn's viewpoints,
Readers can go to www.
sevcnstories.com and preview
a copy of Zinn's new book in
order to familiarize themseh i s
with the writer before Sunday
nights broadcast.

yesterday at the SeaGate Convention Centre in Toledo.

DM's efforts shine
at SeaGate Centre
Luncheon celebrating National Philanthropy
Day recognizes University's Dance Marathon,
others with ties to BGSU
By Kara Hull
ItWS EDITOR

TOLEDO—fared Wright knew
that the University's Dance
Marathon had made an impact

on northwest Ohio, but he didn't
really have any proof, he says,

until yesterday.

recognized," said Wright, director
of this year's Dance Marathon.
"We've just become so large and
so helpful thai they fee) that they
can recognize us."
in its 10th year at the
University. Dance Marathon—a
series of fundraisers ending

Surrounded by almost 400 pro- with a 32-hour dancing eventfessionals representing organiza- raises money for the Children's
tions like Hospice of Northwest Miracle Network, benefiting
Ohio and United Way of Greater Mercy Children's Hospital. It is
Toledo, the University's Dance the largest student-run philanMarathon was named this years thropy in Ohio and ranks among
Outstanding Philanthropist at an the top five Dance Marathons ill
awards luncheon yesterday in the nation.
The organization was die first
the SeaGate Convention Centre.
The 16tli annual ceremony was a group to receh e the award i^ist
National Philanthropy Day event recipients Include University
sponsored by the Association ol alumnus and Sanclusky philanlundraising Professionals and thropist George Mylander and
frequent donors to the I Iniversity
Leave a Legacy.
"I really think (the award! Helen McMaStei and her late
shows thai Dance Marathon has husband Harold.
finally reached out to the community so much that we are being
AWARD, PAGE 2

LAUGH IT UP

New IFC leader eager to start
for the group.
IFC is the governing body
Andy Crockett was never of 17 of the fraternities
on campus.
involved in anything
in high school, but
"Our job is to set
when he got into colstandards for our
individual IFC fraterlege he decided to
nities and to enforce
change that.
And he wasn't kidthem and hold
ding. By the end of
groups accountable,"
Crockett said.
his freshman year
According to many
he had two leadership positions - one ANDY CROCKETT who know Crockett
in his fraternity and
he is ready for
SENIOR
the position.
one in the Inter-fra"The passion he
ternity Council.
lust this week, now in his brings toward the council and
third year at the University, he desire to see it succeed is going
has begun his term as IFC presi CROCKETT, PAGE 2
dent and says he has big plans
By Carrie Whitaker

EDITOR.IN-CHIEF

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

taught in school.
Boudreau feels that people
who read Zinn's books cling
to his writing and ideals
like a favorite record that

by his approachablity despite
his iconic status. Zinn is
currrently teaching classes at
Boston College and does small
media engagements.
Zinn's newly published book.
"Voices of a People's History of
the United States," is a companion piece to his first book.
"He is the preeminent revisionist historian," Boudreau
said. "People who are revisionist historians write histories
that don't take the American
mainstream narrative that we
find in your average textbook.
They write more challenging
histories of our nation, histories firmly embedded in an
optimistic and truly democratic spirit but histories that
are critical of the way in which
democracy is practiced and
unfolds in our country."
Boudreau is pleased and
feels lucky that he got Zinn to
talk on his show. Boudreau will
talk with Zinn about the discipline of history and how it is

HONORED: Jared Wright, director of this year's Dance Marathon, accepts
the Outstanding Philanthropist award for the group at a ceremony
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2005 Inter-Fraternity
Council Executive Board:
President:
Andrew'
Crockett, Lambda Chi
Alpha
VP of Internal .Affairs: Troy
rice, Kappa Sigma
VP of External Affairs:
Matt Humberger, Alpha
Sigma Phi
Director of Recruitment:
Dave Chambliss. Sigma Phi
Epsilon
Executive Assistant: Roger
Dudley. Pi Kappa Alpha
Treasurer:
Aaron
Shumaker, Alpha Sigma Phi
Chief Justice: Chris
NeCamp,
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STAND UP. Sarah Tiana preforms her stand up comedy routine in
the Black Swamp Pub last night sponsered by UAO.
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President sets high standards
CROCKETT, FROM PAGE 1

to make him one of the besi IFC
presidents," said Dan Grodhaus,
president of Crockett's fraternity
Lambda Chi Alpha "Everything
he gets involved in he puts loo
percent into he is by tar one
of ilu' most dedicated people
I know."
Crockett believes that it is
brothers like Grodhaus, who
pushed him to take the initiative ami become a leader.
"Being in Lambda Chi Alpha
has icalK changed my life and
I am so glad tin1 brothers invited me to join because thai is
what started me being Involved,
something I never was before
This job means a lot to
Crockett, who has been preparing for the position by taking previous positions on the
council, Including scholarship
chair and vice president of internal affairs,
"I really wanted to [be presidentji not for a resume, but
because this is what I like and
this is the involvement I have
wauled to he in," Crockett said.
"Sonic people are in a bunch of
things, but I decided to pick one

thing and go all out. for me it
was fraternity life."
Being Gieek also runs in the
family. Growing up in Vnn Arbor.
Michigan, both of Crockett's parents are Greek, his mother graduated from Bowling Green and
is an Alpha Xi Delta. His father
is a Theta \i and was president
of his fraternity al Wayne Stale
University in Michigan.
I hey were very supportive
when i decided to go (neck
and have always been supportive of everything I have done."
Crockett said.
Ibis year, Crockett hopes
to continue Ill's goals to
push for Creeks to excel in
academics and to recruit more
members. Understanding IFCs
place in the Bowling Green
community is also important,
Crocket) said.
"We need to know what has
happened in our history BO we
can move lorv aril and not move
around in circles," ( roekelt said,
(mi goal is ro he a positive
member of this community.''
lion Hinder, associate direc
tor of Creek Life, said Crockett
lias established himself as a
slicing leader in their commu-

nity thus far and will make a
greal president.
Me is very diligent - when
he gets an idea he does a lot
to follow through with it and I
think that has been one of his
strengths," Hinder said.
Hinder said it is important that
Crockett recognizes the importance of supporting the other
three Greek boards on campus,
Panhellenic Council, National
Pan-Hellenic Council and Greek
Independent Board.
"The other council presidents
are happy with Andy," Binder
said. "Because ir is not just that
lie says he wants to be involved
with you all, he is involved and
I think it will strengthen our
Creek community."
Crocket's presidency began
this week and will end at the
closure of the fall 2005 semester.
With many Greeks depending
on him, Grodhaus is certain he
will fulfill his duties.
"I think Andy knows more
about the Greek life system than
a loi ol people on campus do,"
Grodhaus said "He can raise the
bar and it will be beneficial for
all of us because he can become
a great IFC president"

Dance Marathon recognized
for community impact
despite last year's somewhat
disappointing donation total
is impressive, said Kelly Bright,
assistant director of publicity for
Dance Marathon.
"I think it's cool because we
got the award even though we
didn't meet our goal last year,"
she said. "This shows that we're
still getting recognized for the
good that we do. People still
know who we are,"
Dance Marathon raised
$150,316.81 last year, about
$94,683 less than the previous
year.
But like last year, Dance
Maradion committee members
aren't placing too much emphasis on meeting any specific dollar amount, Wright said.
"The Steering Committee did
not set a goal personally, just to
do our best and to raise as much
money possible for Children's
Miracle Network and the (Mercy
Children's Hospital)," he said.
But the more money, the more
they can help.

AWARD, FROM PAGE 1

The McMaster's Foundation
was
recognized at yesterday's ceremony as the year's
Outstanding Private Foundation
and former University Board of
Tnrstee member and co-chair
of a recent financial campaign
Kermit F. Stroh was recognized as one of 13 Outstanding
Community Volunteers in the
Toledo area.
Wright accepted Dance
Marathon's award for the organization yesterday, thanking all
BGSU students and community
members who have supported
the fundraiser in the past.
"Really, I should not be standing up here. The thousands of
Bowling Green students that
participate in Dance Marathon
each year in over the past 10
years really should be standing
uphere."hesaid."Not I, because
I'm not the one who gives."
Receiving the award this year

"It is for the kids, but at the
same time the money is a
huge pan of Dance Marathon,
because that's what actually
helps the children the most,"
Wright said. Money given to the
hospital goes towards purchasing equipment like incubators,
sending children with Spina
Bificla to specialized camps and
medical research.
For Brittany Barhite, publicity chair with Dance Marathon,
the award also means another way students who may
not know about the organization can get interested and
become involved.
"There's always a challenge to
create awareness and get people
to continue doing it," she said.
"Hopefully those that have been
involved with Dance Marathon
will feel rewarded and it will
create publicity and people
will think 'hey, what is this?'
This award is really an honor
and I hope it will create that kind
of awareness."

International students overcome challenges adjusting to U.S.
INTERNATIONAL, FROM PAGE 1

myself correctly and people don't
understand." she said.
Mlhoiigb the language harrier is hard to break, people at the
t Infversityand in theconimuniiv

have a reputation for being very
friendly and polite toward international students,
"People here are very friendly
and sometimes I think professors
are even more friendly because
I am an international student,"

Wan said.
Most students don't usually
think of school as a privilege, but
treat it as a chore.
Nzube Okonkwo from Nigeria
is in his second year at the
University and is appreciative of
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the education and the facilities
that are available to him.
Okonkwo said the education system is poor in Nigeria
because of their lack of facilities and the unwillingness of the
instructors to teach.
"In my chemistry lab here, if
you want a chemical you have
a proper way to get it," he said.
"In my country you have to
use your mouth to siphon the
chemicals out."
Okonkwo said that part of the
reason this situation exists in
Nigeria is because the government does not care about the
people, Teachers in Nigeria refuse
to teach because they do not get
paid very well.
"You basically have to teach
yourself," he said.
Okonkwo said Nigeria is an
extremely corrupt place and
mostly everything there is

aboul money.
"If you don't have money, it will
be hard to survive," he said.
Okonkwo said it didn't matter what grades students get, but
how much money students can
pay to get into college. The fact
that money is the only ticket to
an education in Nigeria may be
a reason why a lot of kids don't
go to school and have to beg on
the streets.
"You see five-year-old girls
selling oranges on the streets,
and you can't do anything about
it because the government
won't do anything about it,"
Okonkwo said.
Okonkwo has not been back
to Nigeria since coming to the
United States two years ago. Part
of the reason is because of the
freedom he experiences here in
the U.S.
"In Nigeria, my dad was very

strict." Okonkwo said. "Right now
I am really free and I do what I
want to do"
International students bring
with them their experiences and
their backgrounds and it adds
a lot to the community here,
Baxter said.
"Students come to college to
learn new things and there is a tot
to be learned from people with
different ideas," she said.
American students
are
encouraged to have conversations with international students, Baxter said.
"It's okay to ask about where
they are from," she said.
"International students are glad
to talk about their country and
where they are coming from. I
encourage students to not be
afraid to ask those questions and
find out a little bit more about
international students."
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Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST with
a bed and dresser per person, a kitchen table and chairs, and a full
living room set with lamps. Extra amenities included in select units are
French double doors, washers/dryers, basement patios and ceramic
tile floors.
The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom townhouses start
at $200.00 per person for five people and two bedroom townhouses
range from $182.50 - $200.00 per person for four people. We dare you
to compare- the competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up
today for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

Town Center at Levis Commons
Intersection of I-475 and Rte. 25 • Perrysburq, OH
Order tickets by phone at (419) 891-5039
or online at showcasecinemas.com

AND COME VISITTHE NEWLY UPGRADED
MAUMEE 18: CINEMA DE LUX
Check out our new Director's Halls with
Ultraleather Reserved Seating and visit our new Chatters Loungel
1360 Conant Street, Rt 20 • Maumee, OH • (419) 891-5039

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717
Check out our website www.greeiibriarrenals.com
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SEE DEEP INTO SPACE FOR JUST ONE DOLLAR
"Space Dreams - Our Quest to Explore the Universe,"
a multi-media show with admission for just $1,
will be open to the public on Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
in 112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg. The show lasts
approximately one hour, and will be followed by
stargazing in the Observatory if weather permits.

CAMPUS

lips ready for eagerjob seekers,
new book helps witn resumes
"Get the Interview
Every Time" guides
students on the right
path with pro tips
ByJeffWeidman
RE P0RTEK

As the semester goes on students might be thinking more
about what they are going to
do when they graduate. Today,
looking for jobs can lie a long
and involved process, according to Brenda Greene, author
of the book "Get the Interview
Every Time: Fortune 5001 tiring
Professionals' Tips for Writing
Winning Resumes and Cover
Letters."
"The job market has changed
dramatically in the last few
years," Greene said. "Today, job
openings are on the internet
and resumes are sent electroni
cally which differs from the old
technique of hand-delivering
resumes to companies."
Brenda Greene surveyed 50
Fortune 500 hiring professionals from various companies
such as Heinz, Continental
Airline, Fannie Mae, Chubb,
Bank of New York and Pepsi
to find out how the new technology has impacted the hiring
landscape. From the surveys,
Greene learned some interesting tips for Finding a position in
today's job market.
Trie first and foremost action
a student should take is to view
a company's web site before
sending a resume, according
to Greene. Looking over the

web site can determine the not," Greene said. The cover
normal procedure for sub- letter should tell the prospecmitting resumes, whether it tive employer what position
is by snail mail, e-mail, fax or you're applying for, how you
heard about the
electronically.
and what skills
"While looking
'When telling job
you have that
over the web site,
the company make you stand
applicants should
out above the rest
pay attention and
where you
or the applicants.
familiarize themfound out
Greene said that
selveswiththegoals
Continental
and culture of the
about
the
Airlines receives
company,'1 Greene
job, sell your 500 resumes a day.
said. "Taking this
competition is
time will be well
interest in the so
stiff because there
worth the effort in
company. " are so many peothe end."
ple out there with
The next thing
great experience.
to keep In mind
BRENDAGREEN
"When
tellis to tweak each
ing the company
resume submitted
where you found
to make sure that
out about the
the resume contains a number of keywords job, sell your interest in the
chat match your skills to the company," Greene said.
When putting together a
open position.
"These keywords can be resume, more time should be
found in the job description" spent on content lather than
Greene said. "Pull keywords design, according to Greene.
like skills that the company She also suggests that appliis looking for and be sure to cants should have two verinclude them in your resume." sions of their resumes, one in a
Fortune 500 companies said plain text version (ASCII), and
again and again that job appli- the other as a standard version
cants are asked to interview with design elements like bullet
when their skills are the closest points and italics. Fortune 500
hiring professionals said the
match to the open position.
The skills listed on the best resumes are easy to read,
resume should be skills that the logical, accurate, demonstrate
applicant does have. "In Inter a familiarity with technology
\ lew Si hiring professionals will and results-oriented. They also
be able to tell If the applicant say that resumes should be, on
does have skills listed on the average, two pages long.
Alter resumes are written,
resume," Greene said.
"Always include a cover let- applicants should have them
ter whether it is required or proofread by other people,"

getalife
i^L
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The calendar ct'e«rnliia taken front

fees, no-fee checking, APR really
mean to your pocketbook?
107 Hannci Hall

II a.m. - 6 p.m.

Greene said. "Everything must
be 100 percent free of errors."
It's important to remember
that findingajobcan take some
time, according to Greene.
Follow multiple leads, talk to
people in the industry, but don't
stalk a job.
"While applicants don't have
jobs, they can spend their extra
time taking additional courses
or joining professional organizations," Greene said.
Courses could help applicants become familiar with
new technology such as HTML
and other computer languages,
or any other experience which
should be included on the
resume.
"When applicants get an
interview, they should arrive
at least five minutes early and
be dressed as if they are doing
their Emmy performance,"
Greene said. "Why apply to
jobs through trial and error
experiences, the most important things to remember are to
do the research and that the
information is out there."
"This is all about learning
how to take your experience
and put it in the best terms to
get the job that you are qualified for and that you deserve,"
Greene said.
Editor's Note: Brenda Greene
has a book that was published
previously titled "The Business
Style Handbook: An A-to-Z
Guide for Writingon the lob with
lips from Communications
Experts at the Fortune 500"
published by McGraw-Hill.
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Natures Apprentice
Works by David Spasic
Union Galleries
8 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sigma Nu Food Drive
Union Room 208
9:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.
Men's Rugbv Clothing Sale
Union ljobbv
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Men's Rugby Clothing Sale
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Fund-raiser Cards Sale
Men'sTrackand Field will be
sellingdiscount cards for Papa
John's to help pav for travel
expenses, uniforms, etc. and
also will be distributing recruitment information
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Ticket Sales for Fashion Show,
Sponsored by Black Student
Union
Union Lobby
12:30 p.m.
Women's Professional
Development Series: "Money
Matters"
Are you a college student or
recent graduate looking lor
some extra money, or are you
worki ng to pav off your car loan
or mortgage? What do credit
cards, credit reports, annual

4-6p.m.
Visiting 1 ecture: Egoistic
Friendship
Our speaker will be Iara
Smith, Associate Professor
of Philosophy, University of
Texas at Austin. Her talk is
entitled "Egoistic Friendship.
Refreshments will be served
301 Sliatzell tall
7 p.m.
Movie: Van Helsing
Union Theater
8 p.m.
Collegiate Chorale and
University Women s Chorus
with Mark Munson, director
Kobatkvr Hall
8 p.m.
Space Dreams - Our Quest to
Explore the Universe
112 Physical Sciences Lab lililg.
9 - 5 p.m.
Refunds for Ben Folds Concert,
Sponsored by UAO
Union Lobby
1-4:30 p.m.
Fast-a-I hon T-shirt Giveaway
Union Lobby
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Texas Hold F.m Poker
Tournament Information
Union Lobby

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Before signing on to MyBGSU to register, visit the
Schedule of Classes at
bmT//wphappsbgsuedu/nlasses/search.DhD
and choose the 5-digit call numbers for each of your classes.

BGSU College of Musical Arts
lOWUNG G ft I t N STATE UNIVERSITY

Sponsored by Advising Network

SOUNDS OF
THE STADIUM

OPEN

HOUSE,

NOV

10,

31

^
Come
to our holiday open house...
it's a great start to the season.

featuring
The Falcon Marching Band
Come sec the band's
new uniforms!
Watch the twirlers and
the color guard!

SUNDAY, NOV. 21 AT 3 P.M.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Bowcn-'lhompson Student Union
TICKETS: $8 adults and $5 students/sr. citizens
Tickets muv be purchased i» the dotn
CALL: 419/372-8171 or 800/589-2224
Center Box Office Open Weekdays Noon to 6 p.m

Journey to Viet Nam
135 S. BYRNE RD / TOLEDO / 531-0079

ONE NIGHT ONLY!
ATTENTION LADIES

DEJA VU KNOWS YOU DESERVE A NIGHT OUT WITH
THE GIRLS AND WE HAVE THE NIGHT FOR Y0UII

THE MEN
DANNY'S
ARE BACK IN TOWN FOR ONE NIGHT ONLY!!

NOV 22ND

THE HUNKS ARE TAKING THE STAGE WITH
ALL NEW SHOWSI THIS TIME THE GLOVES
ARE 0FF...AL0MG WITH OTHER THINGS!
TKUTS SIS IN ADVANCE $20 NIGHT Of TH( SHOW
WltXDAYS
tRIKSAI
,1 7S,DOMtMKS I S3 •"> IIOMIS1KS
SV 00 IMPOR1S I S3/SIMPORIS

December 26, 2004 - January 11, 200S
Experience the rich history, culture and hospitality of this former enemy country.
Visit historic Hanoi, Hue, Saigon, Khe Sanh, Danang, the Cao Dai Temple, and
Da Let in a special Field Study of Viet Nam.
Undergraduate Celt: $1,775*
Fimntiil lid it •militli for eligible BGSU rieftttt.
Enrallment UtiWw. Ntweiir JO, 2004. Piy •» Dinner, MitterCire' or Vila.

BGSU
Firelands
One University Drive
Huron, Ohio 44839

Contact:
Dr. Benjamin N. Muogo
419-433-5560 or 419-372-0670
E-mail: bmuego@bgnet.bgsu.edu
www.flrelands.bgsu.edu/-bmuego/vietnam/

'(•«•" ruellrlfJurflMflffl-lA. *•*•". will, \n—4 triMp»rtillM, ua4rf )4«itiiH fwl tkfw H.,n »f Oklt r«i4Ht •■4i^n4alli MHN]
(HI Vlil IK lull Stit> »■! ka >llit>l •■ ■ Ml ml IIIII)
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QUOTKIXiilDTi:
"It just points out the great
value ofDNA [evidence]."
\ lequ m.Wis. police Chief E. Doyle Barker, after a cigarette butt left at the scene
ot a robbery led to the arrest of a suspect after the cigarette was found to hare
enough sal in to produce a DNA sample, linking the suspect to the crime scene.
(MArautekninHl-SCTLndl

STAITKDITOIUAI.

__

www.aenews.com/oplnion

OPINION

Oarett can't touch OSU-UM hype
Around here, it's the big game — in the midst of a tumultuous
— if you don't count IJT/BG.
season — could play spoiler in
The annual Ohio State- the game with a victory at home
Michigan game captures the
against the Wolverines.
attention of football fans across
With the annual big game havthe nation, because both teams
ing implications of all sorts Ian
are always among the best. In Ohio State loss could result in an
northwest Ohio, the atmosphere outside chance of Bowling Green
becomes even more divided, playing OSl) in the Motor City
as Howling Green is equidis- Bowl), not every Ohio State fan
tant between Ann Arbor and has football on their mind.
Columbus.
Some people are thinking
Michigan could claim the Big about Maurice Clarett.
Ten championship with a win
Clurett, the former standout
over Ohio State. Hut the Buckeyes running back for the Buckeyes,

recently announced in an interview that he was given improper
treatment during his one-year
stint at Ohio State.
Among the special favors he
claimed to have received were
cash gifts, limner cars, no-work
jobs and special placement in
classes where attendance was
not important.
II this were true. Garett would
have sat on this information for
almost two years. To come out
with such allegations two weeks
before the "big game" seems

Do you agree or disagree with anything written on this page? Send us a
letter to the editor at thenews@bgnews.com, or you can write a post on
the messages boards at our Web site—www.bgnews.com.

Powell leaves behind legacy
of international popularity
Earlier this week,
Secretary of State Colin
Powell stepped down
from his post after a ragged
four years. The soldier-turnedstatesman went out with a
whimper instead of the bang
many Americans, and what's
more, many conservatives had
hoped for. And in the eyes of
many, it was the removal of the
last trace of'civilized'' figures
in [he Bush Administration.
Anyone who focused on the
Bush Cabinet in the last few
months saw this coming. White
I louse officials and even Powell
himself coyly hinted at the idea
and the press was crazy with
speculations. It was a "Will he/
won't he?" situation more agonizing than Seth and Summer
on theOC. But on Monday, we
had our answer, and he quiedy
stepped down to make way for
Condolcezza Rice.
I have to say it, 1 liked Colin,
and I was excited to see him step
in as Bush's Secretary of State.
And despite left-wing accusations that Powell was a dangerous yes-man, 1 believe he had
better intentions than the
majority of Bush's staff.
Prior to die Iraq invasions, he
told President Bush, "You break
it, you buy it." He tried peace
talks in North Korea. He helped
map out a peace plan in Israel.
If nothing else, he tried to do
things diplomatically.
I le had such big and — dare
I say it — noble ambitions. So
why did Colin Powell skip out?
He was the popular kid at the
Bush Administration lunch table.
And by popular, 1 mean popular everywhere except his own
lunch table, foreign allies liked
him. America liked him. Bush
liked Powell when primarily as
long as he agreed with him.
And maybe that was Powell's

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

Reality shows turn out to be
appealing after head injury

SARAH HUMMEL
FRESHMAN,
SECONDARY EDUCATION

CORY KRITES
FRESHMAN,
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

SARAH HAUBERT
SOPHOMORE, HISTORY/
POLITICAL SCIENCE

ANDREW GIBSON
FRESHMAN, MIDDLE
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"The Real World, because it
would be fun to be on it."

"My Big Fat
Obnoxious Boss."

"American Idol, to make
fun of the bad singers."

"They all suck."

tragic flaw — following his head,
not his heart.
When looking back at the
last four years of Powell s
distinguished political career
and highly decorated military
career, it's not so much what he
accomplished that one notices.
Rather, it's what he could have
done with enough backing from
the rest of the administradon.
Unfortunately, Powell's philosophy of moderate realism seemed
lost in the much more aggressive,
hawkish foreign policies of the
Bush administration.
Our lunch table politics tell
us that whatever the coolest kid
at the lunch table eats, the rest
of the table eats too. Cool Kid
wants tapioca pudding? We're
downing that tapioca goodness like it's the Last Supper.
If you don't like tapioca pudding, go find yourself another
table, friend. And that's exactly
what happened at the Bush
Administration Lunch Table
— Bush wanted an aggressive
foreign policy, and so the rest of
the cabinet pushed for that as
well. In order to be taken seriously and be listened to, Powell
had to adapt.
This is unfortunate, because
though Powell's most positive
attributes was his divergence on
foreign issues, he did little about
it. He came into office the Bush
Administration Darling, and he
could have used his popularity,
both domestically and abroad,
to an advantage, to stand up
against a war he knew was
ill-advised - and as a soldier, in
ways he knew were ill-led. So to
speak, he dug himself into a hole

BGNEWS

for a potential Ohio State loss
are more, akin to inexperience
at quarterback or poor execution,
rather than lingering thoughts
of Maurice Clarett bringing The
Ohio State University down.
We'll all be watching the game
on Saturday, hoping to be a spectator of yet another classic game.
Some of us want Michigan to win,
and some of us cheer for Ohio
State. But at this point, nobody's
cheering for Maurice Clarett —
unless the cheering comes when
he leaves the spotlight.

E-mail Chelsea with comments
at chelsls@bgnet.hgsu.edu.

Snyde Remarks

What is your favorite reality televison
show ever — if you have one?

will draft him this summer. To
place yourself in a controversy of
your OWTI creation certainly isn't
the road to that particular goal.
Thankfully, Ohio State coach
lim Tressel has made it clear that
he is more focused on Michigan's
running back than his former
running back.
Because Tressel has won a
nationalchampionship, heknows
how to keep his team focused. It's
debatable whether or not he will
be successful on Saturday, but
it's safe to say that the reasons

I was walking home from
class yesterday, and
they were removing the
stoplights next to Grinders
to place them on the new
steel poles. Unfortunately
one fell and struck me on the
top of the head. 1 woke up in
Wood County I lospital hours
later, dazed and sore. While in
my hospital bed, I decided to
watch some television, which 1
normally don't do — and what
I saw amazed me.
Reality television is awesome.
I love it so much that if I were
given the chance to participate
on one of the genius reality
creations, 1 would pass it up so
a cooler, more entertaining personality could take my spot. But
if 1 was forced to "rough it" on
a deserted island or play fetch
for corporate C.E.O.s, I'd make
sure to live up the experience to
the fullest.
First ol all. I'd have to look
as pimp as possible. You
aren't going to get selected for
months of skydiving and pig
wresUing if you don't look your
best. I'd buy the latest issue of
Seventeen and find a picture of
one of their models and dress
exactly like him. Dyed and
spiked blonde hair is a must. I'd
bring my cool blue bandana
just in case anybody tries to
step up and confuse me as a
suburban kid. Oh. and I'd pop
my collar too — just for the
ladies.
Being a team player is the
most important thing to
remember when even thinking
about joining a Reality TV show.
Most of die big shows pit cast
members against each other
on competitive teams. The
people picked for these shows
are hardly ever confrontational
without good reason and get
along for the most part. I have
to admit though, sometimes
the fights arc kinda fun to
watch. Kinda like when you
drive by a bad car accident and
just have to look. Hey, I'm only
human.

CHELSEA
SNYDER

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET

rather selfish.
If he can't play in the game, he
might as well find some other
way to be in the headlines.
Clarett's story hits a sensitive
nerve with football fans because
of the timing. In terms of the
substance of his claims, many
football fails aren't that outraged
because there exists a strong sentiment that college football players ought not be reprimanded for
special favors.
Clarett says he wants to "clear
his name" so that an NFI. team

widi no way out except to keep
on digging.
While Powell supported a
policy of international cooperation, he was never able to set
it into motion under the Bush
Administration. To be taken seriously on Capitol I fill, he had to
fall in line behind ("resident Bush,
and in doing so, became another
puppet in Bush's cabinet. Like a
tragic hero, Powell found himself
a private supporter of a policy he
publicly fought.
He was mass-consuming the
tapioca pudding with a quiet
preference for vanilla.
And so with Powell's resignation, the White I louse loses one
of its loudest moderate voices.
What's more, it serves as an
indication of the direction the
United States' foreign policy will
take. Colin was die nice kid at
the lunch table who got along
with the other lunch tables - he
was the Rente Buellerof the
international relations lunch
table. Without him, the Bush
Administration isolates itself
from the other lunch tables and
foreign governments — primarily Europe and other prominent
foreign allies.
Condolcezza Rice, Powell's
assumed successor, is wellknown for her alignment with
Bush's policies. By Rice rising
to Secretary of State, the White
I louse is obviously putting out
a more unified front. However,
this unified cabinet may not
be in America's best interest. Sometimes disagreeing is
more important that agreeing.
Sometimes it's better to get that
vanilla Snack Pack instead of the
Cool Kid's tapioca.
I-et's just hope the other lunch
tables like tapioca.
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the eyes while doin' it instead
of picturing Jessica Simpson or
Cameron Diaz. All girls should
go on this show so they all
Incoherent Rantings could lx' beautiful.
As for pimping my house or
my ride, I'm positive the shows'
I was talking to this stoner
producers could sum me up as
guy in class the other day about
a person in a week and decide
how 1 found it funny that some
what my living space should
angry black girl is always maklook like. It would be really
ing a skinny white girl cry in
snipid to just bypass the whole
almost every show. I think that's
"touch" of the show and give me
such an odd coincidence. He
die money and videotape what
tried telling me that the casting
I would do widi it. 1 ne«l to be
aspect of the shows enforce
told where my money should
stereotypes or something like
go. Deciding for myself involves
that. I le also said that many of
too much thinking
the shows' producers antago()ne of the best aspects of
nize cast members to fight
being on a Reality TV show
amongst themselves. I blew his
is the high probability that if
idea off because he was just
one of those stupid conspiracy
you lose or get booted off the
show, you'll be able to be on
theory guys who smokes pot
a sweet morning show and
anil listens to bands I've never
talk to someone real and witty
even heard of. But just in case I
do make it onto a reality TV cast, like Katie Couric. If the morning beat isn't your thing, you
I'll let everyone know — right
can go on a show like "Access
off die bat — that I don't take
Hollywood" and meet with
crap from nobody.
more people who got their act
I think shows like "Rebel
together. Just think about it- an
Billionaire" and "The
interview with me right before
Apprentice" are right up my
they talk about Carrie Wilson's
alley. I'm a go-getter. If I see
battle with weight loss. Or I
something! want. I get it. I
could do commercials. 1 would
will try my hardest to reach an
get my rollerblades and basketultimate goal even if it means
ball and hit "the projects." Me
hurling some whiny friends'
and my homies could hoop it
feelings or cutting a few ethical
up with Destiny's Child, finish
comers. It's my world baby!
with a juicy Big Mac and let the
Then there are the shows that
camera know "I'm Lovin' It."
are based around makeovers.
Above all, I think reality TV
These shows either modify'
is awesome because it shows
part u ip.ints themselves or their
how real people act when
property. I don't know about
placed into crazy situations. 1
you, hut 1 love having someone
think the genuine actions of
tell me how to dress, espethe cast members are the most
cially if diey aren't interested in
entertaining part about the
attracting the same sex as I am.
shows and they really do repI <1 feel like a fool if 1 wasn't sportin' the freshest styles.
resent regular, hard-woridng
Americans. I'm glad sitcoms
And if I was married, I'd
are dying out. Those weren't
love to see my wife on a show
like The Swan." She could
even close to showing how real
people act. AlLs the people on
look just as I always wished
she did. I could actually rub
sitcoms did was laugh all the
time.
up against her in bed without
getting splinters ILOL), She
would be a lot nicer too when
E-mail Jed with comments at
I actually start looking her in
lialierri@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

JED
HERRINGTON

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
ate usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and pnone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG Mews.
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VOLLEYBALL: BG HOSTS MARSHALL IN TOURNEY TOMORROW. PAGE 6
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Swimming takes on
Notre Dame in meet
The Bowling Green swimming learn is hosting Notre
Dame tomorrow at 1 p.m. in a
dual meet.
The Falcons have lost three
duals this season against
Ohio State, Toledo and
Eastern Michigan
Notre Dame could be their
toughest competition to date.
The Irish have beaten the likes
of Michigan State and Purdue
and took the Dennis Starks
relays earlier this season. In two
weekends, the Falcons will pay
the Irish a visit in the Notre
Dame Invitational.

November 19,
2004
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Tough road game starts season

Women's
basketball
forgets OSU,
gets ready
forlPFW

ByMamHritzak
ASSISTANT SPORtS EDITOR

It's hoops time again and the Falcon men's basketball team swings back in to action as they
take on DePaul Saturday.
For BG, tipping off a new season brings excitement and endless possibilities.
They will attempt to bounce back from a
down season last year (14-17,8-10 in conference)
and pick up a win on the road from the outset.
T can't wait to get going here," said BG head
coach Dan Dakich of the upcoming season. "I
think That everybody that was here last year
wants to kind of erase that year. In the time
I've been here, it's the first time, maybe, that
we didn't do as well as we should have done."
"You're always excited to get the games
going, but it's been especially tough for us to
wait for the games this year because we want
to make up for what happened last year," said
senior forward lohn Reimold.
The Falcons will rely on their three seniors
for leadership to carry the 2004-05 squad. In
Dakich's tenure at BG, his teams have averaged 21 wins in seasons that he has two or
more seniors.
With Reimold, the team's leading returning I
scorer from last year at 15.1 points per game,
Josh Almanson, a three-time letterman, and
Cory Eyink, who hit 35 percent of his 3-point
attempts, Dakich likes what his seniors bring to
the table.
"Having seniors is the best thing you can
have in sports," Dakich said. "The three guys
have gone out of their way for their teammates.

By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

Recovering from an 89-41 loss
to start the season is never easy,
but the Bowling Green women's
basketball team is trying to do
just that.
After dropping their season
opener to No. 9 Ohio State in
the Preseason Women's National
Invitational Tournament, the
Falcons are gearing up to
play lira
B(i isn't feeling too bad about
their loss to the Buckeyes. Alter
all, Ohio State has since blown
out Sain) Josephs (76-291 and
No. 22 Arizona (78-45).
looking back at Ohio State,
We teel pretty good about some
stretches in the liisi halt" BG
bead coach Curt Miller said.
But then there were sonic
limes In the second half that
the team played completely
uncharacteristic of the Falcons'
team that Brushed the 20032004 season with a 21-10 record
and an appearance In the
Mid-American (inference title
game. The Falcons' high expectations for this season are part of
the reason they are looking forward to playing tonight's game
in Fort Wayne.
"We're still anxious to get back
on the court,'' Miller said. "The
real season starts right now."
The Falcons are expected to see
a highly up-tempo offense when
they go to play the Mastadons,
one that features a lot of
running, a lot of scoring and a lot
of possessions.
Miller likened the teams offensive concept to that of LoyolaMarymount men's teams of the
late 1980s that consistently had
scores soar into the 150s.
"They're going to try to create a
tempo we've never seen before,"
Miller said. "They're going to try
to get 90 to 100 possessions in
the game: it's going to be played
at a frantic pace."
The Mastadons' offensive
strategy worked in their exhibition game to start the year,
in which they rolled past Marian
College by a score of 104-53.
The game saw five players
score in double figures in an
offense they an' calling a "controlled chaos."
The Falcons' men's practice
squad has played a major role
in them preparing for the high
speed they will see tonight.
"The men's practice squad has
prepared us well," Miller said.
"All week long we've worked hard
against the guy's team in an uptempo style."
The Falcons run a fast-pace
offense themselves. They return
all but two players from last
year's squad and are looking to
surpass their accomplishments
from last year.
The Falcons know in order to
accomplish these goals, they are
going to have to play their style
of basketball starting tonight.
"We have to continue to play
at our pace," Miller said. "The
biggest concern is that they will
get you to play faster than you
want to.
"Our expectation is to go
out there and compete and
put together a 40-minute game;
it's just another opportunity
for us to go out and win on
the road."
The Falcons will try to get back
on a roll when they meet IPFW at
the I lilliard Gates Sports Center
tonight at eight.

(They) have shown t he way both verbal ly on the
court, off the court, in terms of how we travel,
how we dress. Generally when we've had that,
we've been pretty successful."
Getting a victory on the road, where BG
struggled in '03-04 going just 2-10, would be
ideal, but the Blue Demons are no slouch.
DePaul enjoyed one of the finest seasons
in school history last year, going 22-10 with
a regular season Conference USA championship - in a five-way tie - and a first round
NCAA Tournament double-overtime victory
over Dayton, before bowing out to eventual
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champ Connecticut.
"It's a game that's going to be incredibly difficult for us," Dakich said. DePaul's team this
year is a team that, in a lot of ways, is the kind of
team that you want."
What the Blue Demons have that Dakich
desires is gifted players on the perimeter who
arc tall and can shoot.
Senior Drake Diener (6'5") leads the u ay afto
scoring 12.6 PPG and hitting a whopping 46
percent of his three's. Diener played his best
ball in the national spotlight last year during
the NCAA's when he dropped a career-high 28
points on Dayton, followed by his first career
double-double against UCONN (15 points,
HI rebounds).
"Diener, he's really an all around player. I le
can shoot it, he can dribble it, he can pass It
So, we're gonna do what we can to neutralize
him," Reimold said.
Sammy Mejia is Dicner's backcourt mate.
Standing at 6'6", and he started all but
one game last year, averaging 7.9 PPG and
4.4 assists.
The Blue Demons must make up for the
loss of two second-team All-Conference
players to graduation in Andre Brown and
Delonte Holland. Holland was their leading
scorer with 16.5 PPG and Brown grabbed 9.2
hoards a game
Senior Quemont Greer, who started every
game and had 7.4 RPG, will need to fill the void
left by Brown.
1 he game will be played at Allstate Arena and
dps off at 2 pja
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BG football cheers for EMU against NIU
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

With a date widi Toledo not on the calendar until next Tuesday, the Bowling Green
football team has the weekend off, son of.
The Falcons can roll into the Glass Bowl
Tuesday, heat the Rockets by 100 and still
not win the Mid-American Conference
title.

Thanks to a loss to Northern Illinois to
start MAC play this season, the Falcons
need a little magic and a little help from
Kastem Michigan this weekend in order
to reclaim their MA( West title and have a
shot at winning the MAC for the first time
since 1992.
Eastern (4-6, 4-3) is playing Northern
(7-3, 6-1) this weekend. If the liagles can
knock off the Huskies, it would make the
winner of Tuesday's game the MAC West
champion.

BG running back R). Pope knows exactly who he's pulling for this weekend.
"Eastern, obviously," he said. "Because if
they beat Northern, we've got a chance to
win the MAC."
The game has turned the tide in for the
Falcons, who just three weeks ago were
playing against that same Eastern team.
"I'm a huge Eastern fan this weekend,"
BG center Scott Mruczkowski said. "If
they can pull it off that would be awesome."
But the chances of Eastern pulling it
off are slim to none. They're coming off a
69-17 loss to Kent State and don't appear
to have the weapons defensively to slow
down the Huskies' offense, which is currently second in scoring offense in the
MAC at 35.3 points per contest.
But the key for Eastern won't be dwelling on the past, it will be looking to the

future.
Eastern coach Jeff Geynk says the
team didn't look too much into the game
against Kent State and chose instead to
look at Northern Illinois.
"Theoretically. Northern Illinois
attacks you, in the run game, a little
more conventionally," Genyk said. "We
have improved in stopping the straightforward running plays in the last few
games. 1 lopefully that will continue."
The key for Eastern will be stopping
the running game and Northern running back Garrett Wolfe, who leads the
conference with 1,247 rushing yards and
15 touchdowns this season. Wolfe sat out
of the I luskies' loss to Toledo with an eye
injury and watched the offense struggle
in a game they only gained 180 yards of
total offense.
That has been the case most of the sea-

son for the Huskies. In three Northern
losses, Wolfe has carried the ball 22
limes for 69 yards. M is unknown whether his injury will affect his play against
Eastern.
"On any given Saturday, anything can
happen," Mruczkowski said. "If Eastern
takes care of Northern's offense then
they have a shot at it."
II the defense can even slow down
Northern's offense, they'll have a shot
at the win as their offense should be
more than up to the task of moving the
football.
This Season, the Eagles have the MAC's
fourth best offense, averaging 428.4
yards and 31.2 points pei game.
The Eagles will have some extra fan
support this weekend as all eyes in the
Howling Green football program will be
fixed on Ypsilanti.

Players reflect on "The Game*
By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

long before he became a star
linebacker at Ohio State, A.I.
Hawk recognized the most
important dates on the calendar
at his suburban Dayton elementary school.
There was
Halloween,
Thanksgiving.
Christmas
and Easter. And there was
Michigan week.
"Everyone wore their favorite
Ohio State stuff the week leading
up to the game," I lawk said with
a grin. "Stuff like that, you realize
how many people around the
state and around the worid really care about this game. Once
you get here, you finally realize
the impact tiiis game has on so
many people."
For die 101st lime, Michigan
and Ohio State meet on the football field on Saturday in what is
called "The Game." It's a grudge
match because of generations
who have made it one. When
kids get to middle school, they
are almost forced to choose:
Michigan or Ohio State? That's
particularly true in Ohio, where
the Buckeyes have no true intra-

Smith grew up in Cleveland and
state rival.
From the first time a boy in was steeped in the tradition and
either state squeezes his ears the emotion of the game at an
into a too-tight helmet to toss early age.
His high school, Glenville
a football in the back yard, he is
subtly and not so subtly instruct- — which has the colorful and
ed in the ways of the annual end- unique nickname "Tarblooders"
of-the-schedule showdown.
after the rock-hard men who
Michigan's
All-American built the railroad that passes
receiver, BiayIon Edwards, first through that part of the city
learned of the game from his — will be well represented in
father, Stan, himself a former The Game.
Wolverines player.
Glenville grad Pierre Woods
"When I was growing up, he will play linebacker for Michigan.
never talked about the passion Former Tarblooders Smith,
of the rivalry. He never talked receiver Ted Ginn Jr., defensive
aboul the 'hatred' between the back Dome Whitner will be on
two sides and the two cities," the the field for the Buckeyes. All are
Detroit native said. "It was more, close friends, except for a three'Ohio State and Michigan is a hour period each November.
"We're Ohio State," Smith said
great rivalry. We don't like them
and they don't like us.' That's of Glenville High School's allegiance. "We ARE Ohio State."
what I learned growing up."
There are pockets of resisSmith considered dozens
tance in both states, areas of schools when he was being
where a local hero starred recruited as an athlete, but the
for the other state's team and early indoctrination by all the
which continue to offer quiet Buckeyes around him eventusupport. Toledo, which rests on ally swayed him.
"I always knew it was huge,
the border between the states,
is split fairly evenly between the even when recruiting hadn't
two camps.
Ohio State quarterback Troy
THE 816 GAME, PAGE 6
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GOING THE DISTANCE: Michigan's freshmen RB Michael Hart breaks tot
a touchdown against Northwestern last Saturday in Ann Arbor. Ml.
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BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
We're going to go out on a limb here and say this is one of
the mere aciting vrceks in college football. Bowling Green is
playing its biggest game of the year against arctwtval Toledo
and plenty of arguments will be settled between Auburn and
Alabama and Stanford and Cal. Also, the biggest game of
every year in Florida. Michigan and Ohio are being played, we
guess that is why they call this "rivalry week."

No. 25 Bowling Green at
Toledo Score
BOWLING GREEN 0 FAVORITE

BenSwanjet BGNews

THE KILL: Melissa Mohr goes for a spike against an Akron player this
past Tuesday Volleyball squares off with Marshall today at 1:30 p.m..

Spikers look for
revenge vs. Herd
SENIOR REPOHUB

home court advantage and
momentum follow a 3-1 win

Hound two

over ihe Zips.

By Jason A. Dnon

The Falcons had a 79-64 kill
Tin' Bowling Green sum' volleyball team and the Marshall advantage over Akron and hit
Thundering I lend will battle for .276 compared to ,211, includthe second and final dme this ing a .1 IB hilling percentage in
season at MAC tournament the final game.
lax lor Twite led four Falcons
Quarterfinals today at 1:30 p.m.
with double-digit kills, as she
In Anderson Arena
And the Balcons enter the produced a game-high 22.
The Thundering Herd (20-10,
match with one thing on
ihcir mind after losing in five 11-5) are led by Billingly, who
games to Marshall last Friday at is second in Ihe MAC with 631
kills (5.63 per game) and Stems
Anderson Arena.
12.03 assists per game.
Revenge.
The Falcons' Emily Manser
We really fed like we let one
slip away against Marshall In said ii will be an exciting match.
We're all excited to have
the firs! name.'' head coach
Deni-eYan DeUalle said after another shot at Marshall and
luesda/s fust-round win over we feel pretty confident" said
Akron. "This is also big lor us Manser, who had M kills
because its game that Amber against the Zips. "We have a lot
M.ueski) got hurl in. So we're HI momentum and we want
to come and really get this win
going lo be read) lo play.''
In the Gist match between io advance.''
the two teams. BGSU captured
MAC Tournament schedthe first two games before
the Thundering Nerd rallied ule: All games played at
io lake the next three behind Anderson Arena
No, 7 Northern Illinois vs. No.
freshman Kelly-Anne Billingly
2 Ball State. 11 a.m.
and Kale Stein.
No. 6 Bowling Green State vs.
Il was the third five set loss
No. 3 Marshall, 1:30 p.m.
for the Falcons this season.
No. 5 Eastern Michigan vs.
Marshall had a bye during
the first-round of the MAC No. 4 Western Michigan. 5 p.m.
No. 9 Kent State vs. No. 1
tournament, but BGSU is
coming into the match with Ohio, 7:30

Rant

Hern Illinois at
Eastern Michigan score
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 18.5 FAVORITE

Rant

No. 7 Michigan at
Ohio State score
MICHIGAN 5.5 FAVORITE

Rant

No. 2 Auburn at
Alabama score
^AUBURN 10 FAVORITE

Rant

f • I t
ELLIOTT SCHREINER ADAM HRITZAK
Sports Editor
Asst. Sports Editor

MIKE METZGER
Sports Designer

RYAHAUTULLO
Sports Reporter

52-24 BG

63-27 BG

42-20 BG

I'm not joking, it is
really going to be
this high of a score.

We're clicking on
all cylinders and no
Rocket shall stand
in our way.

Won't be as close
Turdledo hasn't
seen an offense like as UT fans want to
BG's yet. They won't believe. The best 0
like the final result. vs. a dreadful D.

42-38 EMU

35-34 EMU

37-31 EMU

24-21 EMU

Yeah, it's impossible,
but I haven't used up
my one miracle in my

Northern can not
stop the blazing
passes of Matt
Bohnet.

The Eagles will
win because I will
be there cheering
them on!

NIU will close the
year out with two
losses, caught BG
on a bad day.

21-17 OSU

31-17 Michigan

42-17 Michigan

24-20 OSU

Have some of that
Mike and Adam, you
scoundrels.

Bucks D isn't the
same and Hart and
Henne just keep
rolling along.

Do not even get me
started on how bad
OSU is this year.
Michigan wins big.

A freshman Q.B and
RB sneaking out of
the Shoe with a W?
fuhget about it.

28-27 Bama

35-3 Auburn

37 10 Auburn

14-7 Bama

Unfortunately, the
Tide will settle any
controversy the BCS
has to offer.

Just like my NCAA
2005 season, the
Tigers will be the
National Champs.

Someday USC will
lose and Auburn vs.
Oklahoma will be a
reality.

The BCS title game
becomes clearer
and Auburn's argument is moot.

63-42 BG

Players ready for storied rivalry game
THE BI6 GAME, FROM PAGE 5

really picked up for me. Il was my
senioi year when Ohio State won
up there," Smith said. "Even with
that win, I fell something 'Yeah,
we beat Michigan.' That meant
something to me.
"So it's always been there,
watching that rivalry on TV was
big. Even if I didn't catch any
game of the season. I had to catch
the Ohio State-Michigan game."
Wolverines fullback Kevin
Dudley was a late arrival to the
rivalry, lie grew up in Indiana

and only had a passing knowl- teammates or competitors in right out in front of us," he said.
edge ol the enmity between the high school, from camps and "We've got our seniors on the
clinics, from past games. Nine line. We've got the state of Ohio
two schools.
Headed for his fifth Michigan Michigan players are from Ohio: behind us."
Edwards said what happens in
Ohio State game, he is now a con- ore Buckeye is a Michigan native.
vert I le said there's nothing quite The relationships nm deep. Fans The (lame isn'i easily forgotten,
like coming out ol the visitors may have contempt for the either by those who play in it or
opposing team, but there is a those watching,
locker room at Ohio Stadium
"Attel yDU leave here, you
"It's unbelievable, going Into respect between the players that
a stadium where there are over lasts long alter the final second really don't remember too many
games but the Ohio State game.
100.000 people cheering for you melts away
HuckeyescenterNickMangokl he said. "When you run into
to lose. It sends chills through
your body," he said. "Running went to ihe same high school fans and ihev ask you what your
out there, everybody is booing as iiawk and also remembers record was. you try to think back
you. Going Out there and trying "Michigan Week' celebrations. at youi whole record. 'No, no,
to prove lhat von're the heller He says the slakes are always no, it's your record against Ohio
high when the fans have so Suite howmanj times did you
team, it's nice.
heal them and how many times
Many of the players already much Invested
"We've goi our own pride set did you lose?"'
know each other — from being

Dates: November 18th. 19th, 22nd, and 23rd
Time: 9:00 a.m. - &00 p.m.
Place: Student Union
All students who bought tickets, either cash.
bursar, or BIG charge, must turn in their tickets to a UAO
representative in order to receive a refund. For questions.
email involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu or call S72-254S.

'Sole' pates, 'Soft' Amount; and perceNaoe stMngs offered n ths uJvwHwmnt on ckcoufifs from DunWs Regub or Onned prices. Al somgs en raMacted oH to Regular
or Orii>iol pnes. Ihe Regufar n Onginri pik* of an inn a tSe fomw or r\«ure af?w«d pru for t« iMm a conpmble iMm by Dunham's c* ony ott«r retaler and mar not rBM
resulted n ottuo sola. Frees may vary by market, t a (knham's store sees an item priced below the ad price you wfl racem ihe tower price ot that store. Quonfrnes may be Knifed
on any item. Durham's reserves it* nght Hi Imrf quantifies to normal letm) purchases Hot response* for typognpNcot or other pflang errors.
Visit our tttrc It Bawfini Crtt* it th«

TswrtflCeittr {411)3534471
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BRIDGET JONES:
Read the review about
the sequel based on the
book by Helen Fielding;
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get a
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calendar of events
FRIDAY
7 p.m.
UAO Movie: Van Helsing
Union Theater
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie: Van Helsing
Union Theater
10 p.m.
Oval Opus
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Aura
Easy Street Cafe
10 p.m.
Bancroft
Nate & Wally's
lOp.m
Semi Sextile
Brewster's

PLAYBILL

SATURDAY
3 p.m.
Free Family Movie:
Finding Nemo
Union Theater

c ■ .Tt..ntrf Boeing Green, Ohio

10 p.m.
The High Gears
The Cupcakes
Sarah Donnely
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
The Cool Cat Combos
Easy Street Cate
10 p.m.
Smoke Stack
Nate & Wally's
10 pm.
Ted Wulfer's Band
Brewster's

SUNDAY
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Van Helsing
Union Theater

MONDAY
10 p.m.
DJ Kehoe
Nate & Wally's

TUESDAY
Karaoke Night
Easy Street Cafe
10 p.m.
Earn Your Halo
Skare Tactics
The Predicate
Howard's Club H
9 p.m.
Comedy Night
Easy Street Cafe

WEDNESDAY

Famous Shakespeare
play offered with twist
Julie Restjvo
PUlStRFPORITB

Lights, color - action!
Color indeed played a leading
role in BGSU's Department of
Theatre and Film's presentation of William Shakespeare's
Comedy of Errors.
Adding vivid colors was only
one of the exciting features
added by director Dr. f. Scott
Regan.
Regan is a respected professor
who has been at BGSU since
1982. He has directed over 90
plays in his lifetime, but this is
the firsi lime he has ever directed Comedy of Errors.
"We try to do a Shakespeare
play every three to four years,"
said Regan. He realizes that
The Comedy of Errors is usually not a favorite play to most
Shakespearean fans therefore
he has made adaptations 10
the script so that audiences
will enjoy the play and even

10 p.m.
Francisco Rojas
Easy Street Cafe
10 p.m.
Scott Ballard
Nate & Wally's

THURSDAY
10 p.m.
Crazy Eddie
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
OJ Diamond D Lee
Nate& Wally's

COMEDY, PAGE 10

Get the scoop on Oval Opus
By less Wagner
COPY EDITOR

10 p.m.
Ekoostlc Hookah
Howard's Club H

relate to it.
Though the play is comedy, i
involves serious issues such I
violence and death.
Throughout the play, hippie
are on stage encouraging peace. ^
At one point, the duke calls upon j
the National Guards to raise their |
guns and a hippie approaches a .
guard and plait's a flower in the
barrel of his gun. This scene was
added by Regan who recognizes that this is a popular sign of
peace and wants his audience to
"everyday, give peace a chance."
Another message Regan is
revealing in the play is a response
to President Bush's recent comment that protesting the war in
Iraq is unpatriotic. Regan's hippie
characters who protest violence
is Regan's way of telling the audience that encouraging peace is '
not unpatriotic but nobel.
All
seriousness
aside,

They love the home they call
Cincinnati, being on the road
and lagermeister. Six years after
their first CD release, Oval Opus
is back again, giving their fans
just what they want and a little
bit more.
While getting ready to put
on a show at the Newport in
Columbus, The Pulse got to talk
with lead singer/guitarist Aaron
Patrick on what these guys are
all about:
less Wagner: How did you
guys meet?
Aaron Patrick: We met at
Miami University at a party my
buddy was having. )osh, who's
the guitar player, walked in; I
was playing guitar. He sat down,
and I think the truth is, he was
trying to take this girl I was try-

ing to woo in the corner, and he
did such a better job. He started
playing guitar and I thought,
"Oh, I'm in trouble." And I started
singing while he was playing and
thought that we should do this
more often. It wasn't until we
opened for the Doobie Brothers
that I actually realized that this
was something I wanted to do.
TW: Where did you guys get
your name from?
AP: Well, it's a disease in
South Africa.
JW: A disease in South Africa...
AT*. No, I'm totally teasing with
you. An opus is a musical composition, by definition, and the
oval is the never-ending elliptical shape, so we're like a neverending elliptical music thing
(laughs). We liked the name, so
it's kind of cool.
fW: What's the craziest thing

that's ever happened to you guys
while on tour?
AP: Well, we were in Southbend.
Ind., and let me remind you—
this whole story started because
Josh had a coupon for this hotel
we were staying at. The next day.
|)osh| went out into the hallway and these police officers
jumped out and said, "Freeze!
Put your hands up in the air!"
and to make a long story short,
this guy had robbed a bank up
in NUes, Mich., fled, and was in
our hotel and was literally three
doors down from our room. It
all ended up working out; this
guy came in and did a story on
us that night and we made it to
our gig.
JW: Do any of you guys in
the band have girlfriends, and
if you do, what's it like having
to leave them when you guys

go on tour?
compromise.
IW: What is the one thing
AP: Well, two of us are
you guys have to do before you
married.
IW: And which two would go oil stage?
AP: Check your zipper,
that be?
AP: That's myself and the
IW: Oh yeah?
.V: Yeah, that's the worst
drummer IDan lidmondson].
It's really just about plaj when you walk out and your
ing music and meeting zippei - down. That's probably
people and finding out that the only thing I check before 1
everybody has a story to go on—make sure my zipper
tell. I love coming home to is up. [Yells to bassist Patrick
my wife; I love seeing her. We've Martin] Hey Patrick, what's the
only been married a couple of one thing you have to do before
months ... but that's our job you goon stage?
Patrick Martin: Do a shot.
though. If we were a banker
and we traveled, that would still
AP: Yep, do a shot,
You can check out Oval Opus
be our job. Like 1 said. 1 love
coming home, but 1 love going when they perform in Bowling
on the road just as much. You Green tonight at 9 at Howaid's
communicate on the telephone, Club II on Main Street in down
the Internet, plane tickets—you town Bowling Green. And while
find a way to make it happen. you're at it, pick up one of their
With any relationship, there's CDs at any local music shop.
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Bridget Jones' diary strikes again
demands to impress Mark's
returns for some great come sophisticated co-workers.
Her friends don't get much
die moments as host of the
II
[television journalist extraordi- IHU Smooth Guy" travel show. screen time but have enough
naire Bridget tones has a new "New York City...where Sex & opportunity to fill her head with
romance with "sex god and the City isn't just a show, it's a scenarios and dangers.
Still, they also support her
human rights lawyer" Mark promise," he says during one ol
after several revelations and a
Darcy, played again by Colin iiis shows.
rhe globetrotting plot, written surprising climax.
I irlh. which anchors a continuAnother
great
Bridget
ing story lull of new personal by four screenwriters, doesn't
challenges in "Bridget (ones: make it to New York, hut incor- tones' soundtrack includes
porates a funny then serious ski- songs/remakes from Mary 1.
The Edge ni Reason."
i hi- installment, based on ing trip and a fiasco in fliailand. Bilge, loss Stone, Sting/Annie
Bridget's adventures help her Lennox, Robbie Williams,
Helen Fielding's hook, lakes
place weeks after the previous shed more insecurities while liuhis Wainwright/Dido and
film "Bridget lones's Dairy" and providing some nice comedy newcomer Will Young.
\ strong film with plenty
with an emotional touch, parends on Dei. 31.
Bridget, well played by Renee ticularly the "jellyfish," "wobbly of comedy, romance and
drama. H-rated for language,
Zellweger, siili has plentj to bits" and telephone scenes.
She can contend with the adult themes, sexuality and
write about, but this film lias
enough originality and charm family gatherings and gaudy drug references,
Will "Bridget tones: Guide to
jumpers (this time with snowIO stand strong on its own.
Gemma tones and |im men and scarves) because het life" oi sohrevivire" be next?
Broadbenl return in smaller romantic hliss sustains her. There's a slim chance.
Zellweger and Grant are takroles as Bridget's parents and "Lord and lady Dare\," she
Australian lacinda Barrett squeals with delight. "...I'm a ing well deserved hiatuses from
acting (Grants may be perma("Ladder 49") plays one of love piraya no more."
Eventually she weakens under nent hut the ending does leave
Maik'sco workers, Rebecca,
scrutiny and sell imposed the door open.
Male
playboy
Daniel
By Michael Siebenaler

t leaver, played by Hugh Grant.

puisr RtPOBI[»

Photo provided by Universal Studios

BRIDGET JONES THE EDGE OF REASON: Renee Zellweger returns as Bridget Jones, her academy award
winning role, with her love interest, Colin Firth as Mark Darcy, based on the book by Helen Fielding.

The Ethos quartet to perform at Kobacker Hall
"Any group that gels on that
she said.
"Stomp has been really big is really at the top of their field,"
Few things move the human the last few years," Fleitz said. Schupp said.
Ethos performs traditional
soul - or the human foot, for that "Percussion is really contempocompositions from Central
matter - like a good beat from rary right now."
Not only is their genre of America. West Africa and Asia
a strong percussive sound. It is
this basic impulse that die Ethos music contemporarily popular, in addition to introducing
Percussion Group will capitalize Ethos' style is as well. The quartet, new works by present-day
on when they come to BGSU this made up of Trey Files, Michael composers.
"They don't just stand on the
Sgouros, Yousif Sheronick and
December.
They are apart of the Moore Eric Phinney, have premiered same repertoire that we've stood
Musical Arts Center's Festival works written by present-day on for the last 50 years," Schupp
Series, which brings talented artists for audiences over the last said, "they're big on getting the
new stuff."
and famous musicians from all decade.
"That's pretty important, to
Ethos will perform at the
over the world to perform at the
support the music of living com- Moore Musical Arts Centers'
University
Kobacker I lull on Friday, Dec .! at
Deborah L Fleitz, Director posers," Fleitz said.
Ethos' strength does not lie H p.m. Students who do not have
of Public Events for the College
of Musical Arts, coordinates all only in the pieces it plays but in pre-ordcriil tickets can purchase
them at Moore's box office on the
performances and guest artist its own skill as wed
Dr. Roger Schupp, assistant day of the event for $ 10.
series for the Moore Musical Arts
professor of percussion, gave a
Before their Friday perforCenter.
mance. Ethos will hold a per"I've heard wonderful things nod to Ethos' talent.
"They're a great group." Schupp cussion group drum circle on
about them," Flcitz said. In the
eight years she has been at the said. "They were at the Percussiw Thursday. Dec. 2. It will be in the
University, the Series has not Arts Society International Union at 8 p.m. in room 308 and
will be free to the public.
had a percussion-only group, Convention."
By Dan Myers

PULSt RLP0RTER

Press photo provided by Moore Musical Arts Center

ETHOS: Ethos percussion group, (from left ro right) Trey Files, Michael Sgouros, Yousit Sheronick and
Eric Phinney. will be performing at Kobacker Hall in the Moore Musical Arts Center next Friday, Dec. 3
at 8 p.m. Tickets on sale tor $10 at the Moore's box office and can pre-order them as well.

THE DAY THE MUSIC
CHANGED THE WORLD
Royalties will benefit Band Aid
Trust, which continues to provide
direct hunger re Net in Africa

OVER

400
FINE
WINES

LIVE

FRSTTLMEONVDEO.
Over 10 hours of
performances from
this historic 1985 concert
Premium-packaged 4-DVD
set features David Bowie,
Eric Clapton, Madonna,
Paul McCartney, Judas
Priest, Black Sabbath,
The Who, U 2, Neil Young,
Queen, and many, many more!
Includes a 24-page booklet.

OVER

200
ARTISAN
BEERS

OVER

100
GOURMET
CHEESES

PRODUCTS FROM

32
STATES

www.liveaiddvd.net

AND

24

oVjUNGGRE^;F|NDt4

COUNTRIES

STORE

RECORDS • TAPES

COMPACT DISCS • DVD'S
SINCE 1971

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE.
ANY AMOUNT!

"YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY"

WE
SPECIAL
ORDER

ANVT,TLE

NORTHWEST OHIO'S OLDEST INDEPENDENT RECORD STORE
NW OHIO'S LARGEST SELECTION OF COMPACT DISCS 4 DVDS
BEST SELECTION

FIND IT AT FINDERS

GREAT PRICES!

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON-THURS
FRI i SAT
SUNDAY

Give the eift
of music.

419-352-7677
www fiwli'rsrpco'cis com

1220 W. Wooster
Bowling Green
419-352-7792

9AM TO 10PM
9AM TO MIDNIGHT
11AM TO 7PM

MOVIE DVD'S • MUSIC DVDS NEW RELEASES
DEEP CATALOGUE • IMPORTS • POP ROCK • R&B • RAP
JAZZ • BLUES • FOLK -BLUEGRASS • COUNTRY • COMEDY
CHRISTIAN • CHILDRENS • SOUNDTRACKS • RARE TITLES
BOXSETS • REGGAE • NEW AGE • CLASSICAL AND MORE.

DOWNTOWN B.G.
128 N MAIN ST.

StimmePs
Market

Give the

DOWNTOWN FINDLA Y
403 S. MAIN ST.

Hours:
Monday - Saturday 6 a.m.- 8 p.m
Sundays 7 a.m.- 5 p.m.
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Tonight, Bill Engvall
entertains at The Ritz
By Nichole Rominski
PULSE REPORTED

Southern humor is hitting it
big and the members of The
Blue Collar Comedy Tour are
proving it.
Last month Ron White came
to the Stranahan Theater in
Toledo and drew crowds so big,
the theater had to ask him to
do two shows instead of one.
Approximately 3,650 people
snowed up to a theater that can
only hold 2,400.
Tonight at the Ritz Theater
in Tiffin, Bill Engvall will be
performing at 8 p.m. As of
ITiursday afternoon the show
had sold 1,189 tickets.
Engvall starred with his friend
Ron White, Jeff Foxworthy and
Larry the Cable Guy in The Blue
Collar Comedy Tour in 2(K)0. It
has been the top grossing comedy tour for the past two years.
He is originally from Texas
and is well liked because of
his clean humor everyone can
relate to.
"His subject matter relates
to everyday life," the marketing director of the Ritz Theater
Bruce Hannam said.
I lannam continued, "We
thought Bill would be an excellent show because people from
places like Tiffin and Bowling
Green can understand where
he's coming from and I think
the audience will enjoy thai."
Engvall has live CDs, a comedy special DVT), and a hit movie
out. He has just released a new
music DVD called "A I leeadc of
laughs," which costars liavis
Triit in the number our video
"I lore's Your Sign."

lie also won the American
Comedy Award's Comic of
the Year.
Of all the things Engvall
has accomplished, he is most
known for his Here's Your Sign"
brand of humor. This means
when someone asks a Stupid
question, Bill is then1 to catch it
with a sarcastic answer.
On his comedy special
"Here's Your Sign live," Engvall

tells the lale of real life peo
pie who ask him dumb ques
tions. Some scenarios include
when he was filling up a flat
tire and the gas station atten
dant asked if his tire had gone
flat. Without missing a beat
Engvall responded "Nope, the
other three just swelled right
up on me."
In another case a trucker got
his truck stuck under an over
pass and a police officer came
to help. But instead of asking
how he could help, the officer
asked "Did you get your truck
stuck?" The trucker replied
"Nope, 1 was hauling thai over
pass and just ran out of gas."
"We try to offer a vari
ety of shows here at the Ritz
and comedy is always well
received," Hannam said. "Jeff
I oxworthy was here a few years
back and that show did really
well. Bill has a very clean sense
of humor."
The reason Engvall applies
to everyone is pan because
he uses his family for part ot
his act.
Nothing is sacred when
he is on stage as he
discusses everything from
his daughters underwear to
liis son's school problems
His stage material does not
exclude himself, however.
If you are going to tell funny
stories about your family, you
must include yourself and
Engvall does.
He even has a Here's your
sign' story about when he
asked a man trying to unlink
his door with a coat hanger i(
he has locked his keys in his car
I'll let you watch the movie to
find out what tin-man replied.
Engvall and the Blue Collar
Comedy lour have been a big
hit recently. The sequel to the
movie called "The Blue Collar
lour Rides Again* will be out
to buy on December 7th. The
show at the Ritz starts tonight
at 8 p.m. About 21 seats are still
available at a cost "i anywhere
fromS19-S59.

WBGU sponsors 11
band show in Union
By Chelsea Howard
PUISE DEP0RTER

WBGU willbehostinga 12- hour
concert in the Multi-purpose
room on Sunday, which will
feature 11 bands. The concert
begins at 11 a.m. and will end
around 11 p.m„ which allows
the bands to have one-hour sets
and then an open mic hour.
When Alex Merced came
to Bowling Green last year, he
had a vision of bringing a huge
concert that would mimic
the power of the Vans Warped
Tour to Doyt Batty stadium. "I
didn't really have the experience for it. So I got involved
with WBGU and UAO so I could
get the experience I needed
in throw something like that,"
Merced said.

Now Merced is the promotions coordinator for WBGU.
one of the last free-standing
college radio programs in the
country. By this opportunity,
he has gained the experience
to pul on numerous shows for
WBGU, even though the) are
working with a deeply sliced
budget. The venues and the
bands have been more that
generous. ".Merced explained
about the budget cuts. "They
have been working for little
or no money, and we really
appreciate thai."
However, the show that
Merced set up for Howard's last
Thursday raked ill about $300.
which he explains will help out
WBGU. PAGE 10

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2005-2006
SCHOOL YEAR
Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
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Anyone begging for 15 minutes
of pure enjoyment needs to
pick up Oval Opus' self-titled EP.
The band that calls Cincinnati
home is back again with a follow-up to their 2002 album,
Red Sky Recovery, and this time,
they sound better than ever.
Their four-track EP is packed
with rich beats and an eclectic group of instruments that
make this CD the best yet to hii
college radio. The only question is how much longer it's
going to take Oval Opus to hit
die mainstream. My guess?
Not long at all.
The CD goes down smoother than your favorite ice-cold
beer, thanks to the velvety
voice of lead singer Aaron
Patrick and the accompaniment of losh Edmondson (guitar. Patrick Martin (bass) and
Dan Edmondson (drums). One
thing is for sure: Oval Opus
have proved to be noi only
hard-working, but extremely
talented as well.
Six years after their debut
album Wagonwheel, Oval
Opus have come out with a CD
that i> their finest yet Their
music has matured into a lyrically, musically and harmonically mastered piece of work
with an array of songs that
will give the repeal button on
your CD player some attention. The outcome is an album
with a different and more balanced sound.
After years of hard work and
extensive louring, opening for
the likes of Maroon 5, Jason
Mraz, Rusted Root and others.
Oval Opus found a perfect harmony in their latest CD, combining genres of pop, soul, funk
and sweet rock and roll.
Key tracks of the CD include,
well, all of them. So there are
only four tracks, but Oval Opus
truly prove that they can rock
and roll with the best of them.
So. if you like John Mayer,
O.A.R. or the Dave Matthews
Hand, you'll love Oval Opus.
And even if you don't like these
hands, pickup the CD—you'll
like what you hear.

Citizen Cope's latest album,
"The Clarence Greenwood
Recordings" is a powerful fusion of jazz, rock, and
southern heritage mixed
with urban roots to crate a
mellow recording.
Citizen Cope, whose real
name is actually Clarence
Greenwood, starts his new
album with "Nite Becomes Day,"
which has a foundation of a hiphop/r&b song that combines
with Cope's rustic vocals that
blends together to create an
interesting twist.
The album continues with
ten additional tracks that unlike
current albums, do not mirror
each other in anyway, shape, or
form, except for the sheer fact
that Cope's unique voice makes
its mark on every track. His
soul inspired music combines
rural and urban roots combined with guest appearances
from famous bassist, Me'Shell
Ndegeocello, and guitar virtuoso Carlos Santana. With a
star studded lineup, one could
only hope that The Clarence
Greenwood Recordings" will
have a better fate than Cope's
previous albums.
Cope conveyed in an October
interview with themusicedge.
com thai music is more
than just an occupation, it
is a lifestyle that he firmly
lives everyday.
"Istartedplaying guitar around
13, but I believe it's deeper than
that," Cope said. "Sometimes
I think when people want to
know when someone started
playing it's because they want
to know how long it would take
ihem to get it, you know? I think
Its really something that you
need to bring out of yourself,
even more so than lime spent
on an instrument."
Bottom line: Even though this
album is kind of really difficult
to place, try it anyways. It would
be a really good "chill" album to
just sit around and relax to if it's
cold outside. As for Cope's sake,
let's just hope that his friends in
higher places can pull him and
his career up by his bootstraps.

-Jessica Wagner

- Chelsea Howard

"A Totally New Sensation"
I'U I Records

It can be hard lo get into music
that you aren't used to hearing,
especially if it is in a different
language. This is not the case
with "Street Signs," the latest
release from Los Angeles based
group Ozomatli
Ozomatli incorporates political and social messages Into their
music. Their songs are mostly In
English, but like Los Lonely Boys,
they include verses in Spanish.
The sound of the music is
unique, with Spanish elements
mixed with rock "if roll and some
rap thrown into the mix.
The band holds the most popularity in Hawaii and California,
where they consistently sell oul
shows. Though they have not
reached that height of popularit) in the rest of the states, Utey
are on their way to becoming
a household name, especially
with upcoming appearances on
"Austin City Limits" and "last Call
with (Larson Daly."
Ozomatli is also building up their credibility with a
Grammy for best Latin rock/
alternative album.
"Dip, dive, socialize, get ready
for the Saturday night," are the
most familiar lyrics on the CD
The song "Saturday Night" was
featured In a recent iPod commercial. This song would be the
reason to go oul and buy this CD,
hul the rest of the album is no
disappointment Not even- song
is about making a political statement, and overall the CD is a fed
good album.
They offer quite a blend of
musical styles that mix surprisingly well and form catchy songs
that you find yourself singing
along to, Latin styles merge with
hip-hop and provide an exciting
experience for the listener
There are a few tracks at the
end of die CD that are all in
Spanish, but they still have a
good rhythm and keep the listener entertained.
If you speak Spanish and are
into hip-hop, this is the perfect
album for you. Tor those of us
who are just looking for a tun
and upbeat CD to dance and sing
along to, this album still works.
We just have to mumble some of
the lyrics.

losh Zuckerman's latest album,
"A Totally New Sensation" is just
thai. The music he produces is
a unique blend of rock, country, folk, pop and suck, because
ladies and gents, dial's what il
does best - suck.
The musical calamity debuted
in 2002. with twelve songs to its
arsenal. The Hacks were a list
of upbeat titles, which would
suggest a certain feel good
expectation with the music.
After listening though, one can't
help but feel unwell; perhaps
even nauseous.
labeled rock'n' roll, each song
can actually fall into a different
genre or bad combinations ol a
few. while still retaining a sense
of familiarity with the last song.
The tide track, "A Totally New
Sensation" offers a country yet
ska sound. Tans of country and
scratchy vocal bands like Puddle
of Mud might enjoy this music.
The evolution of tracks is by
no means transitional or progressively good. In fact, the second to the last track, "Circle of
Friends," falls into techno/pop.
almost a Brittany Spears like
sound with a country twist
The last track features
Zuckerman's rendition of "The
Devil Went Down to Georgia."
Zuckerman himself did most of
the vocal work and some instrumental This included the violin
portion of die song. let's just say
that the devil won this time..,
On the plus side, the lyrics
have nothing but a positive
message to offer to audiences.
In an industry where violence,
hate and hoes rule the airwaves,
it is refreshing to hear some
happier songs.
I his in no way, however, compensates for the lack of musical
talent Despite the drawback in
the musical aspect of (he tracks.
Zuckerman has won recognition
for this album. The song titled
"When Love Conies Hack Again'
took third in the International
Song Writing competition.
All-in-all this album is not by
any means a must have. Those
who have the CD will probably
find more use out of it as a
Frisbee, or mirror.
- Daiuiv Lucio

- lesska I ange
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Falcon Hockey
BGSU vs. Wayne State
Saturday, November 20th at 5:05 p.m.
The Falcons are the hottest team
in the CCHA and are currently
ranked 20th in the nation by the
USA Today/American Hockey Poll!
Don't miss out on any off the
fun and excitement!

(across from Taco Bell)
* Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 *

Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30 Sat 8:30- 4:30

Stop in and talk with the friendly staff at

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL 319
ESTATE,
INC.
E. WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.johnnewloverealeBtate.com

- FREE admission to
the game with a valid
BGSU I.D.!
- Student meal plans are
now accepted!
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'Comedy of Errors' given a bright new look and feel thanks to U. students
COMEDY, FROM PAGE 7
recognize from September's
consistent laughter from the All My Sons, plays Drornio of
audience will be inevitable.
F.phesus and Suel plays Drornio
The plot entails two sets of twin
of Syracuse, these characters
brothers who have never met, represent die true humor of the
unaware that they even have
play. Both Dromios are goofy,
a twin, and all wind up in the
gceky and give off a humorous
city of Ephesus. Each charac- Screech Powers demeanor.
ter becomes buried in confuAntipholus and Drornio of
sion and several 'errors' occur Syracuse are visiting liphesus
because everyone is mistaking and arc disturbed and shocked
one set of twins for the other.
at their odd welcome.
"I thought it uas interesting,
Regan asks his audience to,
one thing I was defiantly catch- "Imagine if you left Bowling
ing onto was that the confu- Green, Ohio in 19(iH, arrived in
sion of the show defiantly lends
San Francisco and were greetItseH well to the placement of ed as if you had lived there all
the 1960s," said Alexis Snyder. your life."
House Manager.
Sound Effects Operator,
[he two sits of twins are
Stephanie lord, has seen
played by David l.chr, Tyler the play during rehearsal
Ward, Ryan Xarecki and lason
many times.
RSuel
"I laugh more every time I see
U'hr and Ward both play it," said Ford.
Antipholus.
Lent
plays
The Comedy of Errors
tatipholus of Ephesus and
opened last night to a sold out
Ward plays Antipholus of audience. Plenty of tickets are
Syracuse. They both play con- still available for the shows on
vincing roles and couldn't have
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
controlled the play's confusion
rickets arc $10 for students,
better if they were Mary-Kate
senior citizens and other adults,
and Ashlcv Olsen.
$5 for children under twelve.
Zareckl and Sual both play They can be reserved by calling
Drornio. Zarecki, you may the box office at 2-2719.

WBGU, FROM PAGE 9

Photo provided by the theater and Film Department

COMEDY: Drornio of Syracuse (Jason Suel), left, meets his long lost twin, Drornio of Ephesus (Ryan Zarecki)
in a scene of William Shakespeare's 'Comedy of Errors' performed by University students.

'Halo 2'takes hold of
campus, country youths
By Dan Myers

alone, with an estimated 2 million pre-orders at video game
retailers across North America.
If you have noticed smaller class
In a press release, Microsoft
sizes lately, it might not be a
result ol withdraw passes, likely, claimed to sell over 2..1 million
copies on Halo 2's first day on
you i 'classmates arc still enrolled
sale. The company estimates
in the class. So where are they?
They're playing I lalo 2.
thai it made over S125 million
in one day, a figure larger than
Possibly the biggest Xhox
game of the year. Halo 2 hit
any motion picture's opening
day sales in history.
campus last week after three
years of anticipation.
Tony Georges is one of the
I rank Shoultz, sophomore, many, who contributed to
that figure.
wen) to the local Meijer's store
The sophomore said Halo 2
at ;i::iO a.m. on Nov. 9, the first
plays faster than its predecesday Halo 2 was allowed to be
sold in stores across the country, sor and lias several new feato buy a copy.
tures he likes.
"Dual wielding adds a lot more
So far, he likes what Halo's
developer, Bungie, has done
strategy," Georges said. "Dual
with the game.
wielding" is a new feature to
"The graphics are a little bet- Halo 2 that allows players to
ter. Shoultz said. "The menus
cany and fire two guns at once.
arc more organized."
The game's single-player
After making his purchase, campaign mode is similar to
Shoultz stayed up until 7 a.m. the original Halo's, according to
playing the game before getting Georges. "It's kinda like more of
the same, but if it's not broken,
some sleep.
Shoultz is not the only per- don't fix it," he said.
son who staved up late to buy
Man McCracken, a freshman,
I lalo 2.
also likes 1 lalo 2 but has some
250 people lined up in front of criticisms against it.
"I like the first Igame'sl
the EB Games in Toledo for the
games midnight release.
multiplayer (model better,"
"It was a circus, it was huge," McCracken said, adding that
Mike Kohn, employee at EB
the original Halo's multiplayer
maps are better than some of
(lames, said.
Roughly 400 people pre- die sequel's offerings.
ordered Halo 2 at Kohn's store
Another of McCracken's
PIHSE BEPOHTER

Bands, WBGU
promoter
excited about
the upcoming
show in Union

complaints is aimed at the
active camouflage power-up
that both Halo games feature
The active camouflage renders
a player almost completely
transparent, but players with
the power-up are more visible in I lalo 2 than the original
game, said McCracken.
Despite all that, McCracken
still enjoys Halo 2's multiplayer
mode. I le connects his Xbox to
the University network to play
games against other Halo 2
players across campus.
This practice is not uncommon, and 30 to 50 players or
more can be seen playing Halo 2
over die school network on any
given night.
1 lalo 2 also features multiplayer over "Xbox live." Microsoft's
online gaming network. The
game comes with a free twomonth subscription to Xbox
live, a service that normally
costs about $40 for a year.
Shoulls does not plan on playing on Xbox live, however, "ltd
be a waste of money because I
can just play with friends and it's
the same thing," he said.
Georges, however, plans on
playing Halo 2 online once a
version of the game is released
for the PC.
"It's awesome," Georges
said. "If you haven't played it,
definitely play it."

fiowU 19-21 2004

TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19TH

Match #1
NIU vs. Ball State • 11:00 a.m.

Connxtions holds cBe
the Emcee'contest
By Nichole Romrnski

try it again."
To do the judging then' are
The funniest men and women tree comedians who narrow
from within a two mile radius the final eight down to the
from Toledo were all in one filial three. The judges are
place last Wednesday night Ray Dcvito, Kate Brindle, and
when Connxtions Comedy Demetria Nkcodemus.
Club held it's second "Be the
"We held the firsi competi
Emcee" contest.
lion in the spring and let the
Connxtions,
located audience decide by applause
on lleatberdowns behind who won. Unfortunately, it was
Southwyck Bowling Lines, is a bit dose so ibis time we've
well known in Toledo for its brought in judges," Gome/
wide variety of comedians that said. The audience does have a
entertain there.
sa\ in the winner, however.
After the three judges narrow
The club recently hosted
Dustin Diamond. Screech il down to the final three con
from Saved By The Bell, and testants. they will all appear
Tim Cavanagii, who is fre- on the stage so the audience
quently a guest on the Bob and can get one last look at them
Tom Show. It has also hosted and vote who they think is
Damon Wayans, Kevin Pollack the funniest on a card thai is
and Bobcat Goldtbwait.
handed out
In addition to the feature
"We have a certain amount
acts, the shows also include an ol talent that we like to cir
emcee who does some stand cuiate. We started this com
up of his own as well as intro- petition because we thought
duces the feature.
it'd be good to have some new
For the pasi eight weeks, bees In the crowd. Then hope
Connxtions has let aspiring fully we can make the good
comedians take the stage and ones feature acts In the future.
compete for the chance to see Gome/said.
who is the funniest.
The winner will be rewarded
"We've had three to five with one week's paid emcee
people audition a week for work at Connxtions. If the
eight weeks," general manager, Toledo audience likes them
Sheila Gomez, said. "In the then they will move on to
end we narrowed it down to other cities and clubs that arc
eight final contestants. The booked by the same people
first competition was very Connxtions uses. If they are
successful so we decided to liked at the new places, they
may move on and become
well known.
"The winner lasi year, Eaye,
is now on a three month tour
in Texas. She is a very funny
woman, one of my favorites
of the bunch.' (Ionic/ said.
Most acts at the club have
two shows, one starting at
eight and the other starting at
ten pin. "Next week we have
an unusual show," Gomez
said. "Chuck King will be performing. He's a hypnotist"
You can find out more about
the comedians, who will be
performing at Connxtions by
visiting their website at www.
connxtionsconiedyclub.com
or calling the club itself.
PUlSf. REPORTER

this upcoming show in a major
way. "We raised some money
from the Howard's show, and I'd
really like to give some to die
bands performing; we've got a
band coming all of the way from
Connecticut, and I think it would
really help out."
I bat's not all that Merced
wants to see the money go to.
Merced is very passionate about
the Cystic l-ibrosis fund, as one
of his friends has experienced
the disease first hand and will be
working in depdi to support and
promote the cause. This led him
to plan this concert.
Bands such as Little Yellow
Box. who hails from Connecticut,
llie Matt Gcrovac Implosion, A
Beautiful Smile, luffage, and local
favorites Styiex, will be taking the
stage during the 12-hour long
fiasco of amazing music and talent. Even Merced himself might
lie getting up during open mic
hour and perform.
The Matt Gerovac Implosions
eclectic style, which has been
described as "Cleveland soul
and groove," is something that is
refreshing and unique, and will
definitely appeal to the Bowling
Green audience. Gerovac said,
I've wanted to play at BGSU for
awhile mainly because I think
the band provides what people
need more of - reality. With all
these manufactured musical acts
ala lessica Simpson or Britney
Spears, I think my music gives

people something real that sticks
to your ribs.
Gerovac also stated that the
BG audience will love the show
bei,iiise. "We've nevei had a
negative response at our shows
because I think people appreciate it when you put passion into
what you do."
Merced, who is also in the
process of planning a show next
semester that will be every I ridav
at the Pub from 7p.m. to 11 p.m..
encourages everyone who enjoys
quality music emanating from
overly talent musicians to come
out and enjoy this show, because
if it is popular, he will do his best
to continue this every semester.
This concert is absolutely free
and it's going to be a really good
time, so everyone should come
out and support the music. All of
the bands who are performing at
this show will also be performing
at WB( ill's final show at Howard's
on December 7th, so come out
and have a good time."
For more information and
samples of some of the bands'
work, even some of Merced's
work also, be sure to go to purevolume.com and check out the
song clips.

"I've wanted to
play at BGSU for
awhile mainly
because I think the
band provides what
people need more of
- reality... I think my
music gives people
something that real
that sticks to
your ribs.
MATT GEROVAC, LEAD SINGER OF
MATT GEROVAC IMPLOSION

BALL STATE
l<l>B I <I>B I <I>B l'l>B

4

Match #3
E. Michigan vs. W. Michigan - 5:00 p.m.

Tin: HERD

Match #4
Kent State vs. Ohio - 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20TH
Winner Match 01 vs. Winner Match #2
4:00 p.m.
Winner Match #3 vs. Winner Match #4
7:00 p.m.

liBVrSMTE.

I <|>I5 I

Matchff2
BGSU vs. Marshall - 1:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21 ST
Championship Match
2:00 p.m.

Single session tickets will be available the day of the game for three and five
dollars, with all session passes for six and 10 dollars. For student ticket
information please call 1-877-BGSU Ticket or go online to BGSUFalcons.com!

The sisters of Gamma Phi Bett^C
would like to announce their sisters
and guests to the 2004 semi-formal
Stephanie LaBonte & Ryan Forrider

Ashley Mazut & Mitchell Crossley

Elisa Soil & Jason Lutz

Lindsay Gressley & Billy Simmons

Krista Aschemeier & Jeremy Behnfeldt

Jennifer Faraone & Jason Thompson

Sarah Rachel Schaffer & Jack Bugner

KrystalBaezftChmVenables

Nicole Falk& Marc Tackett

Jennifer Kundu&Kari Helms

Lauren McMullen & Tyler Kempf

Allison Skinner & Paul Gregor

Emily Palm & Monte Ci
Cindy Krieg & Greg Miller

Porter & Tracy Whltmer
ia Merritt & Nate Wilson

Julie Shockey & Ty Pennin

ura Sutton & Debbie Frater

Jenny Baxa& Matt Harsh

irahLoge& Chad Steams

Kristin Davis & Brian Chung

Meaghan Geraghty & Neil Sullmqer

Monica Seggio & Matt Cebron

Keri Sable & Stu Light

Renee Quillets Adam Reitz

Melissa Carlin & Jim Najpavet

Candi Menter & Nick Salvatore

r<i»u, r*B i«i'it r<i>B r«i»n i<I>B

I <I>B I<I>B

►,
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A ROCKIN' CELEBRATION FOR CLINTON
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.(AP) — 30,000 people joined a
celebration that included tributes from President
Bush, his father and former President Carter. Rock
stars Bono and The Edge of the band U2 performed
a three-song set before Clinton spoke to a crowd that
included dignitaries and ordinary folk to a crowd.

www.bgnews.com/nation

NATION

Mad-cow possibly resurfaced
By TOM MUM
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - The government is checking u possible new
case of mad cow disease, officials said yesterday, rattling the
nation's cattle industry, food
processors and beef-oriented
restaurant chains
Additional checks are being
conducted after initial testing
proved inconclusive on the suspect brain tissue. Officials said
the animal never entered the
food or feed chain.
The Agriculture IX'partment
gave no information on the location or origin of the slaughtered
animal and said results from
advanced tests were not expected
before four to seven days.
Handles and businesses
dependent on beef are still feeling financial effects from the
nation's only confirmed case of
the fatal brain-wastine disease

last December.
And yesterday's announcement sent cattle prices tumbling
on fears that foreign markets
would remain closed to U.S.
beef. Shares of McDonald's,
Wendy's, and other restaurant
chains that feature hamburgers
also slumped, as did those of I J.S.
meat producers.
Mad cow disease, or bovine
spongiform encephalopathy,
attacks an animal's nervous system. People who eat food contaminated with BSE can contract
a rare disease that is nearly always
fatal, variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease.
"The inconclusive result does
not mean we have found another case of BSE in this country"
said Andrea Morgan, associate deputy administrator of the
USDA's Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service.
The "inconclusive result" was

the same term the agency used
in )une when two potential cases
turned out to be false alarms.
Inconclusive results "are a normal component of screening
tests, which are designed to be
extremely sensitive so they will
detect any sample that could possibly be positive," Morgan said.
"USDA remains confident in
the safety of the U.S. beef supply,"
she added.
In the only confirmed U.S.
case, a Canadian-born Holstein
was found to have been infected in Washington state last
December. More than 40 countries cut off imports of U.S.
beef and more than 700 additional cattle in Washington state,
Oregon and Idaho were killed as a
precaution.
Many of those bans remain
in place. The announcement of
a possible new case comes less
than a month after U.S. neso-

tiators reached tentative agreements with both lapan and
Taiwan to resume U.S. beef and
beef product shipments.
Morgan, the USDA official, said
in a conference call with reporters that she did not anticipate the
new announcement would affect
those negotiations because of
safeguards that are now in place
and because of "measures that
we have already taken to date."
Exports represent about $3.8
billion of America's $40 billion a
year beef industry.
The Bush administration is
working to establish a national
identification system for tracking livestock and poultry from
birth through the production
chain.
I he USDA said in a statement that information about
the animal and origin would
be released only if the tests
come back Dositive.

Troy Maben AP Ptioto

BOVINE: Livestock stand in a feedlot outside Caldwell, Idaho. Health
officials are working on an animal tracking system for disease.

Nike exec steps down

I
Brent Wo|ihn AP Photo

KICKIN" BACK: A shoeless Phil Knight talks on the phone in his Nike Inc. office in Beaverton, Ore. Knight
stepped down yesterday as president and chief executive.
By ANNEM. PETERSON
ASSSOCHItO PRESS

PORTUND - Phil Knight
stepped down yesterday as president and chief executive officer
of Nike Inc., the $12 billion athletic shoe and clothing company
he i (i-founded and built into the
world's largest shoe maker and
one of its best-known brands.
He will be succeeded by
William D Perez, head of S.C
Johnson & Son Inc., maker of
Glade air fresheners and Drano
drain cleaner.
Knight, 66, will remain
chairman of the company's
hoard of directors, the company
said. He did not give a reason
for his resignation, which is
effective Dec. 28.
"I am confident that as GBO
of Nike, Inc., Bill will lead Nike's
extraordinary team of people to
create an even bigger and better
global company," Knight said in
a statement.
A former University of Oregon
track star, Knight founded Blue
Ribbon Sports, Inc., with Bill

Bowermanin 1968. Knight's first
shoes, which he sold out of the
trunk of his car, had soles made
on Bowerman's waffle iron. The
company was renamed Nike in
1972.
Under Knight, Nike took
celebrity-athlete endorsements
to a new level, lauding stars
such as Michael Jordan and
Tiger Woods as emblems of the
company's ethic. Along the way
tluv u' made the swoosh one
of the most recognized trademarks in the world.
In September, Nike reported
a 25 percent increase in firstquarter profits. The company
also reported a large increase
in its U.S. orders, up 11 percent
to $1.4 billion — reversing a
declining trend in the national
shoe market over the last several
years.
Knight's combined salary and
bonuses for this year were nearly $3.7 million, up from nearly
$2.5 million last year.
Nike has had its share of critics — including activists who
brought attention to working

conditions at the company's foreign factories. Nike says it has
improved conditions.
Perez, 57, has been president and chief executive of S.C.
lohnson since 1996. He has
worked for the consumer products company for 34 years.
Perez said he would stay true
to Knight's vision.

Opens
Friday,
Nov. 26
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"Don't be afraid to
cross the street"
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1989 Chevy Blazer 4x4 Has new
battery, CD player, and cruise control Asking $1200. Call Greg at
419-810-7241

Everyone is Invited to the Sunday
Liturgy of Contemplation & Social
Action at the United Christian
Fellowship Center at 11 AM
This is a Taize style Worship Service ol communal prayer using
music.
contemplation, the spoken word,
and Holy Communion. UCF is a
campus ministry lor students who
are members ol Presbyterian, United Methodist. Episcopalian, u.C.C.
American Baptist. Church of Ihe
Brethren and Disciples ol Christ
Churches. UCF is located at Ihe corner ol Thurslin and Ridge Slreels in
Bowling Green

Historian
HOWARD ZINN
will be the guest on this week's
AUDIBLE RESISTANCE
Sunday mghl 9 30-10pm
88 1 FM. VVBGU

Travel

"'SPRING BREAK' CANCUN,
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From S459» Tax' FLORIDA S159'
Our Cancun Prices Are $100 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breaklasls, Dinners,
30-50* Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
wwwSDnnqBreakTravel.com

1-800-678-6386
*1 Spring Break Vacations' Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now'
Campus Reps Wanted 1-800-2347007. endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break 2005 with StS America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps Call tor group discounts Into/Reservations 1-800-648
4849 www.stsitavei com.
Spring Break 2005 Challenge find
a better price' Lowest price specials!
Free Meals! November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn Iree trips & cash!
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

"Now renting lor 05-06 Sch. Yr.
Houses. Lg. & Sm Occupancy allowed lor 3 to 8 students per unit
Also Apts all next lo campus. Listing Avail. 24/7 @ 316 E Merry #3 or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm for inlo.
Will mail.

Services Offered
Did you buy your Pizza Buffet yet?
Pizza, soup, salad. & breadsticks,
all
you care to eat. Come as you are.
eat as much as you want
Paghais Pizza 945 S Main.352-7571
Ohio's new affordable online dating
sen/ice. 1 mo Iree trial Chatrooms
lor all Ohio colleges
www.sweetyfmder.com

Personals

Pagliais S Campus Pollyeyes
SAYS
Go Eastern ... Beat Northern

2 bdrm. house. 1 1/2 baths, w/d.
newly painted, excellent cond. Avail
now! $700/mo ♦ util. 414 S Summii

Call 354-6036

Administrative Assistant, multi-task
position. Incl. computer skills in Access. Excel. QuickBooks At least 2
yrs exp. in customer service Must
be skilled using multi phone lines.
Part-time day or eve. Resume: HAIThree Meadows Dr Perrysburg. OH
43551

Holiday entertainers needed. Balloon artist, magicians, caricaturists,
face painters, etc..for roving performances. Musi be available most
weekends Thanksgiving to Christmas, exp. required. Contact Beth al
Woodland Mall 419-354-4447.

Mr Beefy's American Roadhouse is
currently hinng kitchen staff Applications will be available between 2
& 4 pm daily at Mr. Beefy's in Oregon & at Perrysburg & BG Jed's locations. Please apply within.
WINTER BREAK WORK!
$12.25 Base/Appt.
"Entry-level customer sales/service
' 1 -5 week work program
'Continue duhng spring semester
'All ages 18*. Conditions exist
'Interview now, start after finals
Call Now 419-861-6134
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2 BDRM/ 2 bath house in quiet
neighborhood, garage, yard
320 Meeker St., No pets/smoking .
$645 419-308-1915

2 Come to terms

■
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■

1

1 Shane and Connie

1

ic

Iv ^Htht

Lady of the house
Makes a move
Come to grips with
Former name of Guam's capital
Castle's protection
Shrinking Asian sea
Figured out
Author Follett
Skeleton segment
Sense of taste
Bird dog
Crossed one's heart
Teensy
Annoy

30 Woven snare

2 bdrm unlum. apt. 1/2 blk. from
campus, on S. College Or Avail.
May 05 1 yr. lease Dep. req.
$650/mo mclu util 419-686-4700.

AZG Research is now hiring
telephone interviewers for
Chnstmas break. Evening hrs. only.
Holiday rate ol S7/hr Apply at 325
E Wooster. across Irom Taco Bell

GET PAID TO DRIVE
A BRAND NEW CARI Now paying
drivers $800-53200 a monlh.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
www.freecarkey.com

■"

" 1 & 2 Bdrm Apts. Starting 1/1/05,
low as $450 mo. Rooms Avail now
lor $225 mo. Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm

IBARTENDING! $300/day potential
Noexp necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15 - $125 & more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com

1

i-

For Rent
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Need OSU tickets? Call Pagliais
352-7571 or George 352-3276.
Thank you

Financial Aid Administrator. At
leasl 2 yrs exp. in led. financial aid
programs in an educational selling.
Computer exp. and solid organizational skills a must Hrs negotiable
Resume: HAI-340 Three Meadows
Dr Perrysburg OH, 43551

S

UMY

'

Female Subleaser Wanted ASAP!
1 rm. in Sterling Apt through Aug 05
"Will pay S200 ol 1 st month rent*
Call Denae at 419-944-4621

Child care needed Looking lor a
dependable, experienced, and
creative sitter for 2 children ages 7
and 8. Musi have own transportation. Call Susan al 419-891-9202
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(NEW) BUCKEYE STUDIOS (NEW)
Now leasing lor Spr. Sem. to
seniors
& grad students. Fully lurn studio
apts Incld all util. & 25' cable TV.
Visit Buckeye Inn at 1740 E. Wooster or call 352-1520 for more into.

1
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■

Nikon F-3 Camera lor sale.
Lots of extras! S650 OBO
419-833-1955

Help Wanted

"'BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $279' Includes Meals
Port Taxes, Exclusive Beach Parlies
Wilh 20+ 01 Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules. Bachelor'
Greal Beaches. Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
www SpringBreahTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

1

1

'
.

Chicken & Cheese
Stuffed Breadsticks
Campus Pollyeyes - 352-9638

Wanted
Campus Events

.

With 45A. figured out
Close shave
Neutral hue
Flat baking pan
Advantage
Configuration
See33A

2 or 3 bedroom furnished apt.
Available Immediately
Close to campus. 419-352-5239

47
48
50
51
53
57
60
62
63
66
67
68
69
70
71

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
24
26
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
38
41

Intimidate
Bay State cape
Scottish play
Grace period?
Encryptions
Khaki shade
Daze
Work by Aesop
Kind of mg
Hand truck
If all _ fails...
Hold your _!
Symbols
Traffic jam
Not bamboozled by
Swift's brutes
Rolls of dough
Cogito _ sum
Gripe
Go well together
Tooth trouble
Sturdy cart
German article
Show-biz notable
Yukon River tributary

What's up!
Quid pro _
My treat!
"_ Malone"
Meandered
Applebee's competitor
Mozart's "__ kleine
Nachtmusik"
Wallach ol "The Magnificent
Seven"
Figured out
On the less windy side
Cartoonist Walker
New Orleans player
Male cats
Exxon, once
Detailed paper

Worship Times

ntemponuy
V'Y/< I

;i«) North Stimuli! Sired
Hutling ORB, Oho 4.1*12-2527
Phnnc4l4-35>-uilil
fa 419-353-5191
L-mail mnily'u wutctiKg
/'roAi'nV and Proilaiming < hri\r
al Ihe Heart i'f Bint-linn Green

m
Designer
Irtnk-n
Look-a-ljke,
BAGS

50% OFF

Buy one bag at our
regular sale price and get
a second bag half off.

ACCESSORIZE
5333 Monroe St
419-841-8556
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14" Combo Pizza
includes 3 items
bjmumm

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sal • Sun. TmrnWrnnmrmur »«wiw

Avail, now for quiel faculty/grad stdt
No alcohol/no smoking. BG Nat'l.
Historic Reg Bay window w/ stained
glass. 2 bdrm.. 1 1/2 baths, bsmt..
Ivg. rm.. din. rm.. kit. W/D. stove,
retrig 419-261-2038.
Avail, now. 3 bedrm.. den. 2 baths,
cable/phone hook-up in each bdrm.
5th St. $750 mo 419-352-8872

FOR RENT - 3 bdrm house lor
2005-06 sch year, starting in May
W/D, central air 606 Clough $990
mo. Sulil 419-654-9512
Male has lurn. room lor rent in BG
tor a clean, neat, & resp. person
Freedom of house 5200 deposit.
$250/mo Call 419-354-6117
Houses and Apis
1 -4 person-12 month leases
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing al 532 Manville Ave. Office
or www bgapartments.com

Available Aug. 15,2005:
3 Bedroom Houses'
606 5lhSt $1,000/mo.
114 Ridge Si $1200/mo.
227 E Reed$1200'mo
2 Bedroom House:
819 N. Summii 5400/mo.
3 Bedroom Apartment:
443 N. Enterprise S600/mo
2 Bedroom Apartment
112 Ridge Si. 9 mo $400/mo./
12 mo. $350/mo.
1 Bedroom Apartment
112 Ridge $350/mo
Efficiency Apartment:
443 N Enterprise $250/mo
All close to BGSU
Call 419-686-4651
Female subleaser needed for spring
semester to share a 2 bdrm. fum.
apt wilh a/c, w/d, & lots ol closet
space First mo rent inclu. 649 Sixth
St #11 440-823-0488

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
724 S College Dr-2 BR unlum apt
1.5 baths, starting at $425/mo .
dep
$425. Tenant pays elec NO PETS!
Assigned parking.
-2 BR unfurn. apt.
above garage. $490/mo plus all util
Deposit S490. NO PETS1
828 7th St. »2-2 BR unlurn apl
$475/mo, dep $475 Tenant pays
E.W.S NO PETS'
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate. Inc
Rental Office Al (419) 354-2260
Office al 319 E Wooster St
across Irom Taco Bell

HAPPY FRIDAY!
WATCH THE BIG GAME!

For Rent

For Rent

3-4 bdrm houses avail Aug. 05.
Close to campus, close to
downtown 419-308-2456.

Unfurn efllc apt 1/2 blk from
campus on S College Dr Avail
May '05 1 yr lease, dep req. $300
includ util 419-686-4700.
Home for rent lor semester. Lg. 3
bdrm., 2 full baths. 2 car garage, in
a quiet neighborhood. $10007mo +
util 419-353-4222
Subleaser needed tor spring
semester. 1 bdrm in 4 bdrm apt
$326/mo 2 Oaths, w/d, tree internet.
Illness rm.. pool, and tanning
Call 517-862-2932
Qubl*—i npocjpd Spring Qumtttm
853 Napoleon #7 On shuttle route.
2 bdrm., spacious You can keep my
deposit1 $405/mo 419-297-2653
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On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance

Management Inc.

• Patio

NOW RENTING FOR

• Spacious kitchen

2005-2006
Call 353-5800

• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

3JB:
IEEE
W HONDA
STUDENT SPECIAL

InttAMrUK/lNltaj UKCNtfMl
i ■■«« • 4ii HI rm nt an .
11 CavHHr 50,000 ml S67B0
I DO Wrangler, aulo, loaded S7843 I

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

FREE HEAT

■w Cento, att, ran irat ttUS1
| US Saturn wag. auto B7K S3S8S |
. tl Ms Cuttass (2 dr.) S3555 .
1
~82 Ram P/U, auto, V8 S198I
■
|-89 Honda Accord 2dr., S sod. S19S0|

These houses won't
last long

I

t

Hillsdale Apartments
1082 Fairview
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
3 Bedroom Townhouses
■ Dishwasher

05 May & August
Leases Available
Call419-352-9392
for current listing
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RISHINJCLLO'S

3 duplexes/3 bdrm. each 1 -2 bdrm.
partially lurn apt. avail. Aug 15, '05
Call 419-352-4773. 419-265-1061.

IISWCMMIM.

Fit out
Gargantuan
Disgusting
Azure and royal
Calendar periods
Jerry or Jerry Lee
Actress Verdugo
Unwashed
Shoot the breeze
Hawaiian port
Bit of gossip
Serious about
Negative votes
Swed. transporters

ANSWERS
\

'

ii u

Trinity United
Methodist Church

44
46
49
51
52
54
55
56
57
58
59
61
64
65

■

203N.Moin «««DM€L,V6nV 352-5166

3 bedroom apt. Excellent condition
Close to BGSU
Call 419-686-4651

PIZZCV

■ Garbage Disposal
• Washer/Dryer Hook-ups (2/3bdrm)

= VARSITY
HI SQUARE

• Carports
' BGSU Shuttle Stop
• Can Have up to 5 People

ARMTTMEISTS

on the lease
' Few open nowl

419-353-7715 t«j*
Evergreen Apartments
2/5 East Poe

Call TODAY!

SERVING

-

■ 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
Efficiencies
'Laundryon Site

SAVE $200
^j
WITH COUPON ^FkOISOSI' RENTALS

' BGSU Shuttle Stop
115 minutes walk to Math/Science

SINCE 1972

Spring Break in
Panama City Beach. Florida!
800 (cot of Gulf Beach Frontage
2 Large Outdoor Swimming Pools
Sailboat, let Ski & Parasalt Rentals
I aiy River Rice. Water Slide
Huge Beachfront Hot Tub
Volleyball • Suites up to 12 people
Airport LI mo Service

LIVE BAND

Heinzsite Apartments

Awareness Week with
Habitat for Humanity of BGSU

' I & 2 Bedroom Apartments

Join us November 15-19th to raise awareness of poverty bousing.

• Dishwasher

710 North Enterprise

> Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bedrooms
Ftw open nowl ^_

Mm

163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

& DJ

| Wei T ■ Shirt. Hard Body & Venus Swlmwear
Cornells • World's Longejt Kee Party

FEATURING

WORLD FAMOUS
TIKI BAR

!*■*£

Walk to Campus

419 J53 2277

-

Green Beaver Apts.
642 South College
1

FRESH

Effc.& 2 Bedroom in House,
Pets allowed

• 3 Bedroom Townhouses
■ Can hold up to 5 people
1

Loft style

1

Washer/Dryer

■1 1/2 baths/ 2 Car Garage

PRIME RIB
X

,Xi^
»
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BEACOH

Bench Resort & Conference Center

800.488.8828 www.sandpiperbeacon.com

inn, l!\ \

DAILY

Smoking St Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
Check our website at
www.meccabg.com
for complete listing

